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T H E PLANTAT ION

CRAFT STUDIOS
- QU I DI V I DI V I LLAgE-

SUZANNE FAITH SLOCUM-GORI

JUNE.28+29.2014
Come see Newfoundland’s finest emerging artisans at work and
take home handmade one of a kind textiles, jewellery, woodcut
prints, apparel, weaving, ceramics and more. Minutes from
downtown St. John’s in the heart of Quidi Vidi Village.

COME. SEE. SHOP.
QVVPlantatiOn.COM

MOKSHA YOGA
st. john’s

THE ILLUMINATION OF DISCERNMENT
TWIST, BIND+BALANCE//SAT.JUNE.28//12PM-3PM

RHYMING THE RHYTHMS:

THERAPEUTICS//SUN.JUNE.29//10AM-1PM
$100-BOTH SATURDAY AND SUNDAY WORKSHOPS //$60-WORKSHOPS INDIVIDUALLY

From June 1st to August 29th, 2014,
Heritage Shops are offering visitors a
chance to receive a FREE puffin!
Just get the Official Puffin Passport stamped at
any 5 of our 11 participating locations and
receive a 4” plush Puffin. You can download the
passport from our website or pick one up at any
Heritage Shop around the province. Visit our
website for a full list of participating locations
Plus you can follow us this summer as we
chronicle the travels of our own Percy Puffin!
Find us on Facebook at:
Historic Sites Associaton of
Newfoundland and Labrador

FOR DETAILED WORKSHOP OUTLINE VISIT: MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM
FOR VIP MEMBERS
10% STUDENTS+SENIORS
OFF

SPACE IS
LIMITED

REGISTER ONLINE OR IN STUDIO

FOLLOW MYSJ ON

709.753.0206

Twitter at: @historicsitesNL

historicsites.ca

#percypuffin
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I bumped into a writer from

Single-authored reviews imply we all react to

of its review section, and who wants that?

a piece of art, or a song, or a book, the same

That said, too many people read a review they

way. We don’t. So what’s their purpose?

disagree with, and think they’re right and the

face was hidden behind an open

Local songwriter Bryan Power (Pilot to

reviewer is wrong. But that only illustrates

copy of The Overcast, but you

Bombardier) and director for Lawnya Vawnya

the importance of critical discourse: it sparks

can’t mistake those eyes; they

says he reads reviews to get an idea of what

discussion more than a promotional article, if

the album is going to be like, and if he really

it’s done right anyway: 7 in 10 Canadian critics

greet you like a handshake.

likes a record, he’ll read reviews to hear other

don’t know how to properly dissect what

“I’m surprised,” she said, “You

peoples’ take on it. “I want to trust a review

they’re reviewing, and their articles are full of

for being honest - and honest doesn’t mean

personal opinion, or even worse, they discuss

write the most sad, pessimistic

critical. Just someone who listens to music

themselves in the review.

novels in the country, yet you’re

accordingly. I stopped reading Pitchfork

That’s the reason this is a mainly positive

because they have this mandate of ‘cool’

paper. It’d be a pretentious and boring paper

which I don’t agree with. I like honesty from a

to have article after article of someone tearing

knowledgeable place.”

restaurants and painters and authors apart,

Halifax the other day. Half her

running quite a positive paper.”
“Funny you should say so,” I said, stealing a

in the same way I do and formulates opinions

based on their own opinions. I think it’s best to

discarded heel of her pastry. Part of this job
is sifting through the heckling of trolls to find

That, to me, is the perfect attitude. So it’s

tell the story of a shop or restaurant or album

reasonable peoples’ worthwhile criticism. One

too bad the money behind knowledgeable

and let an audience decide for themselves if

Issue 5

thing that’s come up lately is the notion that

criticism is drying up. “You get what you pay

they like it. The Overcast can build a path, and

PUBLISHER & EDITOR
Chad Pelley (chad@theovercast.ca)

the paper – in the arts section – could be a

for,” and even the country’s most beloved

the people can decide if they like where we led

little more critical.

music publication doesn’t pay their reviewers

them. Because it’s easy to look at a thriving

these days. Which is a shame, because an

store downtown and think they must be doing

“Critical” is a funny term some people

artist really does need well-articulated and

good, but the truth is they could all use a

mistake as synonymous with “negative,”

fair criticism to grow. Praise is nice, but praise

spotlight. It’s easy for those of us going to

or more lightly put, “constructive.” Go to

will never help an artist grow. The occasional

local shows or readings or exhibitions to think

journalism school though, and it simply

critical comment will, if you sort through the

everyone already knows about these people.

means articulating exactly how and why an

unconstructive stuff.

They don’t. If you’re reading this and can name
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Most capital cities in Canada have an
alternative paper that covers the culture of
their province, but few provinces have the
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs, and
paper-worthy stories that our province has to
offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a voice,
and The Overcast aims to be this voice, from
coverage on local artists and entrepreneurs,
to our growing food, retail, and academic
culture. In addition to the ten sections of our
monthly paper, TheOvercast.ca posts fresh
and exclusive content on weekdays.
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5 local authors you’re in the minority.

author’s poem is brilliant or bland, or why
a song’s chorus is so catchy. So it’s not like

Pete Mills plays in a few bands around town

there’s anything wrong with positive reviews

(Delusion Victims and Pet Vet for example).

I don’t think striving to broaden the audience

... if they’re honest. I’d never put the paper’s

“Honesty in local reviews is important

of local artists and entrepreneurs is a bad

credibility on the line by lying, and it’s a fact

because people will take your word for it

idea. But if The Overcast is being overly critical

that Duane Andrews really can play guitar as

and call bullshit when what you said and

of our city and its politicians, I suppose it’s

well as anyone, Lisa Moore really does write

what they got doesn’t line up. Criticism

only fair to start holding local businesses and

flawless sentences, and Will Gill really did

doesn’t necessarily need to be harsh, but you

artists to the same measure of consideration.

deserve that recent EVA award.

definitely need some differentiation between

At least in review sections.

what’s good and what ain’t quite there. What’s
Besides, I’m of the opinion that if an editor

the point of pretending?” He’s right, there

sent the same book to five different critics,

is no point. The artist doesn’t grow and the

they’d each have markedly different reactions.

publication compromises the trustworthiness

CHAD PELLEY
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Local Trad Icon Kelly Russell
Appointed to the Order of Canada

music and entertainment culture, is of

reflects Kelly “And then several decades later

great value, not just to Newfoundlanders,

to me, and perhaps in twenty years from now

but to the country as a whole.” This year,

someone who learned the music from me will

Russell was the only recipient from

get the award, and it will continue on in the

our province. “Even though the Order

same way that our traditions continue.”

of Canada was bestowed upon me”

BY ERIN POWER

Kelly Russell has been a musical
force in this province for almost
forty years. He’s been part of
iconic groups like Figgy Duff,
The Wonderful Grand Band,
and The Plankerdown Band,

Productions, the province’s first

he states “I think of myself as more

independent record label devoted

of a representative of our culture and

to preserving and promoting the folk

our music. The award to a large extent

music of Newfoundland and Labrador. Pigeon

is being bestowed upon Newfoundlanders and

Inlet Productions has released over thirty

Labradorians for having this wonderful music,

albums on this label. Kelly has been recognized

wonderful storytelling and songs, and for our

locally for this work and was the first ever

culture as a whole.”

recipient of the Tradition Bearer designation
from the Department of Tourism’s Historic

Sitting among astronauts, authors, activists

Commemorations Program in 2010.

and fellow musicians from all across Canada

Without a doubt, the publication of the
hundreds of tunes collected and recorded by
Russell has provided young musicians with
an invaluable resource to continue to celebrate
the music of this province. This summer, Kelly
will partner with Shakespeare By The Sea. In
July and August, he’ll be performing a solo
show called Tunes and Tales From Pigeon
Inlet, to share his father’s stories of Pigeon

made the experience both awesome and

Inlet, and perform tunes and share anecdotes

Last month, Kelly was recognized

somewhat overwhelming Russell claims.

of the fiddlers he

nationally and appointed to the Order of

Yet this was not Russell’s first time having

has worked with

Canada. The Order of Canada recognizes

attended the Order of Canada investiture

throughout the

Russell has been collecting, transcribing, and

a lifetime of outstanding achievement,

ceremony. In 1987, he attended the ceremony

years. The show

preserving Newfoundland culture through

dedication to community, and service to

with fiddle great Rufus Guinchard, one of

will run every

music and storytelling since the 1970s,

our nation. For Russell, receiving such

Russell’s primary sources for the trad music

Monday beginning

and has documented over 500 fiddle tunes

an award, at a national level, validates

that he’s collected, recorded, and continues

on July 7th at

from numerous fiddlers from across the

a lot of what he has always believed in.

to play and teach to others. “The award was

The Crow’s Nest

province. In 1979, he founded Pigeon Inlet

“Newfoundland’s culture, particularly its

bestowed on Rufus back in the eighties”

starting at 8pm.

and continues to have a hugely
successful solo career.
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Mic to Mic
with John K. Samson
John K. Samson is a poet,

Newfoundland at least once a year. This

publisher, and creative writing

will actually be my second trip this

instructor. He’s also frontman

year, and I’m already scheming
for 2015. As for St. John’s

to what might be Canada’s

uniqueness, I guess the food

favourite cult-favourite band

can get unusual—the fries

of the 2000s, The Weakerthans.

with dressing is pretty odd,
and as a vegetarian I always

John K. Samson
is performing at the
LSPU Hall, June 12th,
and is also in town
the for Literary Press
Group’s AGM.

fear accidental scrunchions. As
From quiet classics like “Left and Leaving”

a visitor I’m always most amazed

and “My Favourite Chords” to rolling rock

at how the water works its way into the

be one of the best hockey books of all time.

social culture at a tuberculosis sanatorium

songs like “Aside,” “Plea from a Cat Named

sound and colour and air and orientation of

I’m mostly ambivalent about modern hockey,

in southern Manitoba. I’d brought a lot of

Virtue,” and “Tournament of Hearts” – with

everything in St. John’s. And coming from

though it is arguably less brutal than it once

research with me, and for several days I kept

their singalong choruses that would stir the

Winnipeg, a dry, flat landlocked grid, it is

was. I’m really interested in the pre-weight-

trying to write it as an actual thesis, a thesis

soul of any venue – every Weakerthans song

liberating to be out there at the edges.

training era of the 60s and 70s, when players

in song, and it was just terrible. So, out of

“looked more like our fathers.” I think there

desperation, I went to a bar called The Pit and

So many of your songs read like a

is still a lot of poetic and metaphorical

sat there nursing a drink and waiting for some

toast to something, is this a form of

potential there. I met Reggie Leach and Ken

kind of guidance, some kind of sign. As I was

writing you naturally gravitate towards?

Dryden in Whitehorse in 2011, and that pretty

getting ready to leave Dylan’s “When I Paint

sweeping solo album called Provincial.

Any reason why?

much fulfils the most important hockey

my Masterpiece” blared out of the speakers

Perhaps more than any other Canadian

It’s true, I love a toast. I like that it is a form of

dreams I had as a kid. I know it raises some

and it came to me—I would use the first lines

songwriter of the 2000s, Samson is revered

writing everyone is called upon to perform at

hackles, but I really think if there actually is

from each of his verses and write a song called

for his affecting, endearing lyrics. While the

some point, writers and non-writers alike, at

a “national sport,” it should be curling, which

“When I Write My Master’s Thesis.” It is a bit of

songs alone are catchy and anthemic, likeable

weddings, funerals, birthdays, anniversaries,

is democratic, inexpensive, and collegial. You

a jokey number, but I have a real soft spot for

and well-built, it’s his way with words that

expressing emotions that can’t be contained

can’t really say any of those things apply to

it because it felt like a gift from the world. It

elevates his music to the pedestal fans of his

in any other vessel. A toast is both ceremonial

contemporary hockey.

almost never happens that way for me.

genre have him placed on. As award-winning

and deeply personal, and I think songs are

author Alyssa York has said, “John is fluent in

often naturally like that, too.

For those of us who don’t know: explain

In your other life, you’re a publisher.

the concept of your solo album, Provincial

What motivated you to start ARP Books,

There’s a much lauded poet here in

I basically wanted to write a record where,

and what makes you a distinct publisher,

Craig Flynn of The Hold Steady echoed the

Newfoundland, Randall Maggs, who has

if someone had a couple days, I could take

or, what are you looking for in the

sentiment in this quote, “He has an ability

also written hockey poetry. Seems a

them to the location of each of the songs. So

books you publish?

to explain feelings we’ve all had but couldn’t

funny pair: hockey and poetry, yet you’ve

I picked four roads in Manitoba and wrote

I helped start ARP Books the same month I

verbalize. His songs are beautiful, brutal,

written “An Elegy for Gump Worsely”

songs set on each of them.

started The Weakerthans, so it has been a big

honest, and comforting, all at the same time.”

and “www.iPetitions.com/petition/

has one thing in common: a character and
charm reminiscent of no other Canadian band.
Most recently, John released a great, genre-

the inexpressible.”

part of my life for the last seventeen years.

RivertonRifle”(about Reggie Leach).

What’s the connection between

We aim to publish a mix of leftist propaganda,

Where are you finding poetry in such

Bob Dylan’s “When I Paint My

along with cultural and literary titles. In the

a brute sport?

Masterpiece” and your song, “When

last while we’ve been honoured to act as

You’ve been here a few times, and writers,

I’m lucky enough to know Randall pretty well.

I Write My Master’s Thesis.”

an amplifier for some amazing Indigenous

supposedly, are observers. From an

We performed together at the March Hare last

I was in Dawson City, Yukon, in February

writers. I still love books and music above

outsider’s perspective, what’s something

year, and he came to a Weakerthans show

2011, and I had this plan to write a song from

pretty much everything else in the world, so

weird or unique about St. John’s.

in New York City a few years back. He’s an

the point of view of a frustrated academic

I’m enormously lucky that I get to spend most

Yeah, it has become my goal to get to

excellent poet, and his book Nightwork has to

trying to write his Master’s thesis about the

of my life working with writers and musicians.

Q&A
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Setting Shapes the Sound:

Behind Ian Foster’s A Great Wave

A Great Wave
Will be Available
on iTunes & at
Fred’s Records
on June 3rd

of my albums. We got creative as well, putting
room mics at the foot of the stairs to pick up
a snare drum as it bounced around the room
from a different floor – you can hear it on the
almost military snare rolls on the song
‘The Great Wave.’”
The album’s songs were written over a threeyear span and in different countries. “I think
using this space and this method glues the
songs together and gives the record a certain
vibe that it would not otherwise have had.
That space is truly in the bones of the album.
Recording this album was a process I truly
enjoyed, and I never want to make a record
any other way now.”
The James Baird Gallery is a loft-style house
and art gallery on the edge of the ocean, and is
often a temporary storage site for magnificent
work. One such painting became Foster’s
album art. The cover image is a painting

PHOTO BY JOEL UPSHALL

called “Salt Rose” by Elzbieta Krawecka. “It
was hanging in the gallery during the time we
were recording, and I was regularly drawn to
it. It seemed to be a favourite amongst all the
musicians and people who came by the studio
during the making of the album. It obviously
works in a very literal way, but I think there’s
just something about the colour and mood that

Where you record an album
can really matter. Motown
Record’s recording studio,
Hitsville USA, gave birth not
only to some classic albums,
including work by Marvin Gaye
and Stevie Wonder, but an
actual genre of music (Motown)
got its name from the albums
recorded here.

Studios is famous for the “echo chambers”

at what might be the nicest view in our

established by Les Paul (the man the famous

picturesque province.

seems to really fit.”
The conceptual context of the title and album

guitar is named after). The echo chambers are
created by the studio’s underground concrete

He recorded the album at The James Baird

pertains to time. “The album deals with how

bunker, designed by Les Paul to produce a

Gallery, a magnificent space another musician

time moves past us, or in some cases, over

great, natural reverb.

before him found musical inspiration in. The

us. It addresses how we deal with things after

piano and view, in the photo above, were used

that wave has passed. In many ways, this

There’s even stories about spaces shaping

by Sarah Slean while writing her double album

is a brighter kind of record for me in tempo

individual songs. While Led Zeppelin was

Land & Sea. “I was interested in alternative

and sonics, even though it deals with some

recording IV at Headley Grange, it was

spaces for a few reasons,” Foster says. “What

questions of mortality and seizing the moment.”

decided, for effect, that John Bonham’s kit

they lack in ready-to-use recording equipment,

should be placed in the stairwell for the

they often make up for in atmosphere. There’s

Following suit of recording in an atypical space,

Sun Studios, in Memphis Tennessee, is

recording of “When the Levee Breaks,” but the

something special about recording sound in a

Ian is currently on tour, playing atypical venues

credited for the birth of rock and roll. It was

whole band ended up joining him out there,

place where no one has ever recorded sound

as well. He’s playing a show with Matthew

always a legendary hub for blues music

imparting a unique sound on the song that

before. The fact that the house had two large

Hornell in Halifax’s The Parenthesis Art Gallery,

(including Howlin’ Wolf & B.B. King), but rock

even studio magic couldn’t have created.

bedrooms on the second floor meant that we

and The Belljar Café in Toronto. “I’m also doing a

was borne from blues, in the form of albums

When it came time for local musician Ian

could live there for spurts while recording if

bunch of really cool venues around the province,

recorded here by the likes of Elvis Presley and

Foster to record his latest album, The Great

things were going really well.”

including The Citadel House in Lewisporte and

Jerry Lee Lewis, as well as Johnny Cash and

Wave, he actively sought out a space that

Roy Orbinson.

would define the album’s sound. The Great

He says the open-concept top floor had

Harbour.” Catch his official release the right

Wave is a fitting title for the album: an entire

a “beautiful natural reverb” that listeners

way, at an intimate evening on June 26th at

Some studios have physical attributes that

wall of the space he recorded in is a window,

will hear on the album’s drum tracks. “It’s

Winterholme in St. John’s, or Friday June 27th

actually shape the sound of the album. Capitol

looking out on the ocean in Pouch Cove,

probably my favourite drum sound from any

at the Ship. Tickets are at Fred’s.

The English Harbour Arts Centre in English

Music
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Spin This.

LOCAL RECORD
REVIEWS

DOWNBEAT

UPBEAT

MIXED BAG

Palisades

Make a Friend EP

Burn EP

BY HEAR/SAY

BY

Written and recorded as part of RPM for 2014, the self-titled

An easy first step to review a St. John’s band is to compare

A raw and eclectic batch of tunes, the new album from

album from folk singer-songwriters Palisades is a simple,

them to other local acts of their genre, and consider how they

Avalon Stanley packs a lot of material into a small package.

yet effective record that can be counted as another local

stack up and stand out. The fact there is no other band doing

The EP’s five songs are emotional and pensive reflections

success from February’s challenge. The duo of Ryan Collins

what these guys are doing is commendable enough – being

that play out over stripped down acoustic guitars, ballsy

BY

PALISADES

7

and Louis House have produced a lo-fi collection of tracks
that feel entirely honest and genuine, complete with jangly
guitars, harmonica, and banjo. The pair blend folk, country,
and alt-country styles into a dreamy and loose sound that feels
like floating on a breeze. The album possesses a quality that
carries through both laid-back and somber instrumentals,

original arguably trumps being good, because it takes more
creativity and work. Hear/Say, though, are as good as they
are original. “Rap rock” is a dull term, and doesn’t quite do
the diversity of sound here justice anyway. On “Love Collided”
alone, you can hear Motown funk, the skanking that makes
reggae so catchy, hip hop beats anyone with a pulse would
wanna move to, and moments of great bluesy-rock guitar.

AVALON STANLEY

power rock, and even groovy reggae feels. However, a
common thread runs throughout the album. Burn is tied
together with warm textures that provide simple, yet solid,
sonic foundations for Stanley’s lyrics. The album’s title
track is a highlight that builds and broods, yearning for
love. The interplay between the male and female vocals on

like “Tradewinds,” straight in to more groove oriented rock

The music is marked by a lot of intentional gaps in the

the song drives home the emotional lyrics that soar above

songs, like “Salts.” Short, bite-sized tunes dominate the

instrumentation: The guitar and bass riffs are not continuous,

the jangly acoustic guitar and sparse piano, enveloped in

self-titled affair, and the album’s ten tracks slide by quite

they’re coming and going, so when they do kick in they

the reverb drenched electric guitars that grace the record.

quickly. One choice selection from the record is “St. Peter

move you, and when they go continuous, in a chorus or

“Game of Shades” stands out not only as one of Burn’s

the Rods Are Bending,” with its slow and sparse strains that

bridge, they really make the song fatter and phatter. There’s

more memorable tracks, but marks a distinct shift at the

capture the wistful Palisades ethos – an acoustic guitar slowly

so much fluidity in every part of their music it removes the

album’s midpoint. The song’s funky offbeat groove supports

rolling forward over a low rumble, while the lyrics never

jagged verse-chorus-verse structure that marks most songs.

a singing saxophone line that weaves its way around the

lose the song’s clear sense of melody. The stripped down

Also, the use of doubled-up keys and secondary percussion

voice and makes for a fun and funky tune. All in all, Burn

really fills out the sound. Harding’s approach to drums is an

paints Avalon Stanley as a jack-of-all-trades, doing a solid

instrumentation does make for a slightly one-dimensional
sound throughout, however the melodic qualities of Collins
and House’s songwriting make up for any lack of diversity
in texture. Ultimately, this eponymous RPM release from
Palisades creates the auditory equivalent of a tattered and
faded old photograph – it’s a bit rough around the edges, but

irreplaceable component of the sound. What he’s doing in
the background carries the songs, providing vocalist Adam
Martin the foundation he needs for the quality spokenrap voice you’ll never question as anything but legit and
appropriate for the music. There’s some really nice flowing
guitar work from Adam Heffernan on the album as well,

captures a particular feeling and vibe with great accuracy,

showing a duality to his talent: knowing how to weave

making for an encompassing and enjoyable listen.

guitar into a hip-hop scheme and knowing when to roll

- LUKAS WALL

out a catchy solo. - CHAD PELLEY

job covering some disparate sonic ground, marrying the
emotional and exposed singer/songwriter
style with edgy and driving rock

Check out
theovercast.ca
ON THE RECORD
PLAYLIST THIS
CFA THURSDAYS
TELL US MORE

and roll in a way that is familiar
yet intriguing, holding more
sonic and lyrical depth with
successive listens.
- LUKAS WALL
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Tickets on sale June 4
Pavlo

Rob Tardik

Raoul & The Big Time

Laila BIALI

and Special Performances from:

GARRETT MASON - JORGE LUIS TORRES 'PAPIOSCO' & THE IROKO PROJECT - JEREMY LEDBETTER
MYRIAD 3 - ORGANIC JAZZ - ALEXIS BARO - DUANE ANDREWS - EAST COAST R&B
ALL-STARS - BILLY & THE BRUISERS - SKYLARKS - BRAD JEFFORD TRIO + - POWER HOUSE
BLUES BAND AND THE LINDA JAINE BAND
SATURDAY MORNING - FREE CHILDREN’S CONCERT FEATURING MUNCHKIN MUSIC FACTORY & ENTERTAINER HANNA BANANA
SUNDAY - FREE FAMILY MATINEE
PROUDLY SPONSORED BY

Visual & Performance Arts
Jason Sellars:
Winner of This
Year’s MUN Arts in
Education Award
BY MARTIN POOLE

It’s always nice to witness
good things happening
to good people.

JUNE 2014 / THE OVERCAST /

years, as well as his enthusiastic application

treats his practice altruistically. After returning

Sellars’ own artistic

of educational frameworks for visual literacy.

back to Newfoundland – and in the midst of a

endeavours reflect

mind-boggling assortment of projects – Sellars

his humanitarian

Sellars is quick to recall the influence from

managed to find himself (in a pirate costume

side. In 2007,

his supportive parents and teachers in Grand

no less) at The Rooms, which had a positive

Sellars and Ryan

Falls-Windsor during his early years. Their

effect on his development as an educator, “from

Davis created an

influence helped him from the ground up: from

crawling on the floor with a group of toddlers

exhibit called “Trust:

“gutting a cod” to “performing plays.” Support

on Tuesdays, to taking teenagers through the

India in Sight,”

from both his home and school provided him

galleries,” and many more activities which aim

a multidisciplinary

with endless possibilities in artistic experience

to connect visitors of the gallery with works of

project which raised enough money for sixty

and expression. And along with learning

art, and to learn artistic practice.

cataract surgeries at the Tarabaid Desai Eye
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artistic practices, it seems Sellars also gained

Hospital in India. Despite Sellars’ exhaustive

firsthand insight on educational practices for

schedule, he is currently taking time to pursue

people interested in art. An insight that has

his own interests, which include rug hooking,

clearly followed him to date.

print making, and paper arts. He’s also working

In this case, someone who is taking a very

on a series of paintings (I know, right? I’m

active approach to the arts by bringing arts

Sellars’ teaching career started when he was

getting tired just writing about it) for display and

rich projects to the community.

fresh out of Grenfell University. He traveled all

sale at The Sprout in August.

over the east side of the globe, and eventually
Jason Sellars, an art gallery educator at The

settled in Thailand to teach theatre and art. Of

Sellars’ notes of the awards ceremony, “I

Rooms, has recently been recognized by the

his experiences in Thailand, Jason states that, “It

felt proud to be in an auditorium filled with

Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council’s

was so rewarding to provide students with the

incredible people – all so very talented, and

Memorial University Arts in Education Award,

opportunities I had when I was in school,” which

heroic to our province’s cultural endeavors.”

for his many achievements over the past ten

is a clear sign of a passionate teacher who

Well put and well done Jason Sellars.
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ROOMS

Eastern Edge
Director and Artist
Mary MacDonald
Named to Blouin
ArtInfo Canada’s
Top 30 under 30.

They also curate elite lists every year, like

well as an institutional one,” she says. “It’s

headed.” The website stresses that this

ArtInfo Canada’s Top 30 Under 30, released

what happens in the space between artists

year’s 30 under 30 list is the product of

this May, which included our very own Mary

and audiences, and there is a lot of creative

“good council.” It was created by close to

MacDonald. Mary is known to many of us

possibility when you start thinking about

one hundred curators, artists, academics,

as the hard-working director of the lively

alternative presentation methods, sites, and

collectors, gallerists, and writers nationwide.

Eastern Edge Gallery – a true hub of local

communities to work with. I love the idea of

art activity and discourse.

contemporary art as a part of everyday life

That kind of statement might give some

involving everyday people.

artists performance anxiety, in terms of living
up to the expectation. Mary merely finds it

Originally from Pictou, Nova Scotia, Mary has
been here for years now, strengthening arts

“Too often people think art isn’t for them,

to be encouraging and humbling. “The kind

culture in the city. She’s many things, among

they won’t get it, or they can’t afford it. So for

of work that I do and the places I’ve chosen

them: artist, arts administrator, curator,

this project, I’d like to work with an artist, an

to work as a curator are not the usual art-

and self-proclaimed “rabble-rouser.” She

off-site location, and a new community. I’m

news, information, and expert

graduated from Mount Allison University with

still working out the details, but right now

commentary on art, artists,

her BFA, and recently completed her MFA

I’m thinking of all the fantastic trails we have

in Criticism & Curatorial Practice at OCAD

around St. John’s. There are some amazing

University, which included an internship

artists out there who are creating work that

at C Magazine in Toronto.

would be perfect for such a location, and

Blouin ArtInfo is “the
preeminent global source for

and the business and pleasure
of making, buying, and
understanding art.”

I’m excited to highlight some of this
She’s currently prepping for a new

work in Newfoundland.”

Global in scale, they’ve launched fifteen

curatorial project in 2014 that will explore

international editions to cover Australia,

collaboration between contemporary artists

As Blouin’s website says, “When

Brazil, China, France, Germany, Hong Kong,

and alterrnative (or traditionally non-arts)

done well, lists have the effect

India, Mexico, the UK, and several more

communities. “I’m really interested in the

of inching us closer to an idea

countries, including Canada.

idea of curating as an artistic practice, as

of who we are and where we’re

world’s cup of tea, but I love that
and it feels great for that kind
of work to be recognized.
It definitely makes me
want to do more, to get
out there, and continue
developing my
curatorial voice.
All I need now is a
clone or two and
I’d be all set.”
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Visual & Performance Arts
TUESDAY, JUNE 17
Workshop Master Class: Film Marketing & Publicity with
award winning filmmaker Andrea Cooper and amazing
guest speakers.
Opening Night 8mm Film: Shadowy Heart’s Cafe
Aukward / Floodplain / Novena / Going Gone / Gaspé
Copper / Talus & Scree / The Magic Ferret / Little Man

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18
Filmmakers Luncheon
Night Two Alia / The Manslator / Twenty Million People

THURSDAY, JUNE 19
Workshop ACTRA Workshop: Social Media and its
influence on government in lobbying and advocacy,
featuring Marit Stiles and a great discussion panel
including City Councillor Dave Lane and others.
Night Three The Beach / Un Peu Plus / Me2
Sister Morphine: Documentary Premiere
Thursday Horror Late Night Show Lobotomoy
Missing Presumed Dead / Terror is Afoot / Night Terrors
Master and the Mistress / The Last Halloween
The Offering

FRIDAY, JUNE 20
Workshop Screenplay Series with award winning
director, Justin Simms. Three screenplays are chosen
from a professional panel and will be workshoped for
the day with actors, audience and director feedback.
Night Four 8mm: Complete 180 / Unknown File Type
Windows of Wonder / The Murderer / Two Penney Road
Kill / Vocation

SATURDAY, JUNE 21
Workshop Pitch Package Now that your film has been
made, what are the next steps? One-Sheets? Loglines?
This workshop features Film Producer Brad Gover who
will shed light on this topic and guide you through building
a pitch package.
Closing Night 8mm: Water, Water / Sunday Punch
The World is Burning / Mr. Hubolt / Quelle Affaire
Blue Denial / Phantom Ring / Infanticide!

Visual & Performance Arts

Nickel Film Festival
Preview Reviews
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Sister Morphine

Infanticide!

PLAYING THURSDAY NIGHT

PLAYING SATURDAY NIGHT

by Mark Hoffe

by Matt Wright

Sister Morphine is a gritty, provocative

“Dan and Liz just want a perfect

documentary about Newfoundland and

11

family, and in a world where families

Talus & Scree

20 Million People

Labrador nurses struggling with addiction to
the drugs they administer on a daily basis.

are allowed only one child, they want

PLAYING TUESDAY NIGHT

PLAYING WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Former nurse Ben Cox reveals how he found

to make sure they get it right.”

by Matt Wright

by Tim Conway

himself overworked, strung out, and publicly
criminalized. Through Ben’s bittersweet

No stranger to the Nickel Independent

When an aspiring director realizes his

story, we gain perspective on the web of

Film Festival, Ruth Lawrence’s work as

dream of hosting a movie night at the coffee

personal and professional mismanagement

an actor, writer, and filmmaker has taken

shop where he’s worked for the past few

that leaves many nurses with nowhere to

her to Ireland, France, the US, and across

years, he makes a big concession: instead

turn, and discover why a more humane

Canada. Her latest short, Talus & Scree, won

of a cinematic masterpiece, a Hollywood

and collective approach to drug addiction

the 2012 Linda Joy Award, was produced

romantic comedy. The opportunity allows

is vital – now more than ever. Directed by

through NIFCO’s PictureStart program, and

him to grumble about the vast chasm

Brad Gover and produced by Mark Hoffe in

is a national finalist for the 2014 CBC Short

between how relationships play out in these

association with CBC Newfoundland and

Film Face Off. A true story inspired by a

films and what happens in real life. Here

Labrador, Sister Morphine interweaves

death during her childhood, Talus & Scree

he meets Ashley, who shares his romantic

personal stories with a historical

may be her most personal film to date.

views about soulmates and the short life

backdrop that reveal the

Lawrence describes the film as an “arduous,

expectancies of relationships. Off they go

development of provincial

guilt-laden memory of death and personal

with sparks flying, until Ashley disappears

drug administration,

responsibility,” but also mentions that making

from Brian’s life. Suddenly, served a dose

the drafting of drug

the film was incredibly rewarding, citing that

of reality, he must come to terms with

misuse clauses in the

making this film allowed her to, after almost

what’s important to him, and what he’s

Registered Nurses

40 years, let go of that story. Ruth credits her

prepared to do to get it. Funded through

Act, and the evolving

child cast, “They laid this story bare for me.

online crowdsourcing and put together

legal ramifications for

God, I was lucky.” She was amazed by the

by a few people taking on multiple roles,

nurses found guilty of

amount of people who connected to the film

none of whom are big Hollywood stars,

drug misuse and abuse.

and approached her to share similar stories:

20 Million People is a feature film, made

Following the screening

I was astonished by the number of people

on a low budget, and shot in less than two

of Sister Morphine

who said, “something like that happened to

weeks. More than just oozing indie cred,

at The Nickel

me.” Produced by Krysta Rudofsky, whom

the movie’s production values are first rate,

Independent Film

Lawrence calls “one of the best young

the performances are solid, and the story’s

Festival, it will be

producers an emerging director could ask

a real charmer. Whether you believe in

broadcast on CBC

for,” Talus & Scree was shot in Petty Harbour

soulmates or not, there’s no doubt at all that

NL on July 19,

over three days.

you’ll be entertained.

2014.

– G. PATRICK CONDON

Condon’s highly acclaimed dark
comedy Infanticide! has another bullet
on its resume: it will close out the
2014 Nickel Film Festival. Produced
by Michael Ciuffini of Hunting Party
Films, Infanticide! boasts the largest
Picture Start budget of all time and is
already highly decorated, having won
“Best Short” at Halifax’s Atlantic Film
Festival and screening at the prestigious
Cannes Film Festival. When asked for
his thoughts on the honour, he
responded in typically candid
fashion,“Playing at Cannes
means that I am now
one of the greatest
filmmakers of all time.
Will I remain humble
and remember
everyone who helped
me along the way?
Only time will tell.”
Infanticide! stars Justin
Nurse and Republic of
Doyle’s Krystin Pellerin
as a married couple who
repeatedly attempt to
conceive the perfect child.

3 ACTS IN 3 MINUTES 12PM – 3PM, JUNE 15TH & JUNE 22ND, 2014 / BY MARK HOFFEE
Which came first: the structure or the story? Part one of this two-session screenwriting workshop begins with a rollercoaster ride covering everything from sluglines to storylines,
parentheticals to plot points, and dramatic beats to dramatic needs. Aimed at emerging screenwriters and filmmakers but open to all, this workshop is led by writer/director/producer
Mark Hoffe, co-founder of Mad Mummer Media and a member of NIFCO, the Writers Guild of Canada, and President of The Nickel Independent Film Festival. Part two happens a week
later. Participants return for a chance to reveal their stellar three-page scripts and workshop what works and what doesn’t, all guided by the dramatic principles discussed the week
before. Celebrating its third consecutive year with The Nickel, “3 Acts in 3 Minutes” promises to be a fun and informative workshop that will inspire you to write great scripts.
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the home team is winning in perpetuity.

THIS MONTH’S OVERCAST SHORT

The Game We Play
BY M.LEWIS

There are antlered trophies
here. Crest-shaped plaques,

Later, someone will take a picture of his
genitals. As a rule, remember: someone will
always take a picture of his genitals.

brass medallions. Cinder block
walls. At the right moment,

The emcee is failing magnificently. He abandons

when everyone is looking the

in the rafters. He tells long-winded jokes. He

other way, you can check your
teeth in a trophy.

the microphone at times. His voice distilled
has not planned his act around an irritable
microphone. Pieces of the jokes disintegrate
into the podium. The rest blow out like shrapnel.
Fragments of things. You can pick them up and

It is a buckled, tawny smile, warped like a

study them like space junk, still smoking, hot to

dream, scraps of stuffed chicken still hanging in

the touch. Hear the slow clapping, the confused

the clefts. The weddings here are always stuffed

crack of hands. Hear all the wedding noises:

chicken. And the microphone rarely works.

the scraping of chairs, the jangle of cutlery, the

It works and then it doesn’t work. Hear the

vague soup of conversation. Hear random juts

and frilled dresses. Corduroys and khakis.
There’s the ones who wear the jeans, god love

Inhale the vague spice of perfume and candle

them. They know who they are, where they

smoke. Notice the head table of the wedding

stand in this world. Feel the courage in denim.

party, the stage behind them, curtains drawn.

Feel the fabric of courage. See Mr. Keating, for

The curtains are the deep burgundy of dried

example, Levis and a BUM Equipment t-shirt

blood. Think: this is a happy table. They are

and two plastic cups of undiluted Jameson’s

laughing and drinking and leaning into each

Irish Whiskey. See him dance with the cups

other to speak. Later the DJ will turn up in his

on the free throw line. See him swallow the

used Beemer with his box full of burnt CDs.

contents of one cup in a quick tilt of his head.

They’ll open the blood curtains and push the

See him shoot the cup like a basketball. See the

tables aside and he’ll be on stage and this is the

cup arc shortly, miss extravagantly. See him

life he’s always wanted, the DJ. If you tap him

donating precisely zero fucks to this lifetime.

on the shoulder he’ll pull one side of his
headset down and cock his head

Because when the dancing starts

at you like, What man? What

weddings move beyond decorum.

the hell do you want? And

This is where it all breaks down,

you’ll request a song and
he’ll consider your request
like bruised fruit at the
supermarket, discarding it.

dissolved like Alka-Seltzer,

So here it is, then,
the gymnasium
wedding.

fizzing indifference. This is
nuclear chaos here. The DJ with
his eyes closed. The DJ folded
into another world, beyond

As a rule, remember: the DJ

requests, indifferent to rotten

does not take requests. He is beyond

apples, glowing delirious in the

requests. There is fresher fruit here.

sick blue light from his laptop. See the jettisoned
tuxedos, the slackened ties. See the sweat,

Hear the people, see the people. We are the

the heat of the place, the work of weddings.

people. We recognize Uncle Fred, of course, our

Sense the groomsman sucking cocaine in the

hero. He does not belong in a suit. He speaks

bathroom. Acknowledge the wheel-chaired

with his mouth full. And here’s a lonely friend,

elderly with purses on their laps, smiling

the bride’s guest, collecting all the unused bar

barrenly, faces like cold tundra. Ignore the kids

tickets, the cheap bastard. He’ll be full in a

sick-drunk off cheap champagne. Watch a

jags of noise, the screeching, robotic whines,

of voices, like spikes on a polygraph. Great fibs

and then hear the silence that follows. The

of voices. Hear Uncle Fred, laughing at all the

speaker says, Thank you. Someone coughs.

discarded shrapnel anyway. He’s what we refer

A tumbleweed perhaps, the noise of crickets.

to as a Fucking Legend. He laughs not at you or

Toasts are irretrievable, gone like smoke, and

with you. He laughs for you. So hear him laugh,

the guests all drink to god-knows-what.

see him heave. He laughs with the whirling

half an hour, sickness climbing up him like a

bridesmaid leap violently for the bouquet. She

intensity of a lighthouse beam. The beam is

monkey. He doesn’t know it now but he’ll be

wants this, she needs this. So let her have it, go

The gymnasium is a multifunctional facility.

contagious. The beam is not a lighthouse beam

another man in eight years. The booze’ll attack

on. Let her keep the flowers, take them home,

Streamers line the walls, loop the rafters.

but an alien floodlight sucking us all up by our

his liver, his kidneys. The doctor will snap an

water them. Let them wilt.

The caged fluorescent lighting is dimmed to

chests. The emcee lightens. The flush drains

x-ray under a backlight. Point with his pen. The

a romantic, velveteen yellow. Floor lamps

from his face. The tumbleweeds blow away,

booze will attack his language. The booze will

You can stand back and look and it’ll drive you

are plugged into every corner, tails of orange

the crickets go home.

carry him away piece by piece like some fairy

crazy to wonder, to know. Who will be around

tale devil. The doctor will say, Do you see these

in a year, two years, three. What will last? You

extension cords, black electrical tape. The
basketball nets are raised to their upper

So here it is, then, the gymnasium wedding.

spots, lonely friend? So let him enjoy himself

are bursting in your pungent three-piece suit.

limits, like the ends of a poorly engineered

Take it in, enjoy it. It’s not your night but it’s

tonight while he’s still himself. Leave him be.

You smell the dust in the wool of it. Inhale the

drawbridge. Cafeteria fold-out tables draped

okay to let go, enjoy yourself for once. You do

like ghosts. Centerpieces of bread rolls and

not get out of the house that often. Your cologne

See instead the game that is played. Stand back

a receipt from an

wicker bowls of butter. Someone has had the

smells like a decent memory. Take the court in,

by the double-wide doors in the updraft of dope

inside pocket from

idea to place disposable cameras on each

the breadth of it. Stare at the wedding arena.

and smoke and watch the wedding play out like

seven years ago.

table. Cameras and little vials of bubbles,

See the masking-taped contours of various

strange recreation. There’s the court, the lines.

The ink is faded

confetti crackers, free champagne. But no one

sports. The blue line, the center circle, the free

The floating nets. The dance floor is the arc of

and you cannot

has thought to fix the microphone. Someone

throw line. The caged wall-mounted scoreboard

the three point line. The players are eclectic,

remember what

says again: Thank you. And we all drink,

clogged with birdies. See how the scoreboard is

belonging to no team. This is a solitary sport.

you bought but you

happily, ignorantly.

broken, how the studded lights are frozen, how

All makes of uniforms – tuxedos and blazers

suspect it is nothing

neglect. You pull

Matthew is a writer from St. John’s and a recent recipient of an Arts & Letters Award for Short Fiction.
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of value. You turn away from the crowd. You
check your teeth in the tawny metal of a trophy

A Review of Lisa Moore’s 2014
Newfoundland and Labrador
Book Award Winner for Fiction

bowl. Your reflection always startles you. You
sip distractedly from your cup. You count the
guests until you lose track, until it becomes the
impossible task of counting stars.
Count instead the scavenged bar tickets.

BY CHAD PELLEY
Count three more drinks.
Enjoy your cup of Yellow Tail, your Baileys, your
whatever. Allow yourself the moment. Watch
the newlyweds do their lonely dance. Listen
to their song. It is not a song you would have
picked but that’s okay. You are not them. You are
someone else entirely.

On May 27th, After a year of

air time, is that of a law

fact that Moore has us rooting for

very prestigious shortlistings

man whose career hinges

them both forces an interesting pull

on capturing Slaney. As

on readers: we can’t truly root for one

across the country – including

always in Moore’s work,

without feeling bad for the other. In a

the Giller Prize (Canada’s literary

her biggest strength is

sense, Slaney is a metaphor for the

Count two more drinks.

equivalent of the Oscars) – Lisa

her ability to make us feel

sense of adventure in us all, while

They’re not dancing for you.

Moore, our province’s finest

what her characters are

Patterson is the exact opposite of

sentence-level female author,
See the surprised O of an empty cup.
Slip out the double-wide doors and light a
smoke. Hear the music through the doors
playing on without you. The song is mercifully
blunted, an underwater hymn, and you enjoy it
more now that you are no longer part of it. The
smoke and music seem somehow together.
See the empty street unrolled before you. Listen
to the blunted music and know the wedding is
behind you now. Wipe these silly tears away.
Ask, why are you crying? Use your dusty sleeve
and clear your eyes in a swipe. Make promises
to yourself that you can possibly keep. Say, I
promise. Repeat this: I promise, I promise, I
promise. Because breaking these will remind
you that you are still capable of something.
Listen to your feet clopping in the hollow street,
heavy as a Clydesdale’s. Listen to madness
creating madness, to the reinforcing delusions
of momentum. Listen to what momentum
you have left. You don’t live far from the
gymnasium. The gymnasium has always been
within walking distance.

Submit your short stories!
We’ll publish one a month, and all will be
eligible for the $10,000 Journey Prize.
Stories must be less than 1,800 words
and previously unpublished in a
book or literary journal.

submissions@theovercast.ca

was awarded the 2014 NLBA

feeling. In Caught, she’ll make your bones

Slaney: he’s our pragmatic side.

ring with the same anxiety Slaney has about
getting caught again.

This is also a book about trust and loyalties,
and what better a way to put them to

for fiction.
What adds to her criminal-on-the-run

the test than a drug operation where

Prison escapes, high-sea adventures,

novel, is Moore’s decision to have both

motivators to be loyal and disloyal are

corrupt military men: Caught is

Slaney and Patterson (the detective) be

heightened, and fear and greed are cranked

unquestionably a cinematic story,

legitimately great guys. The effect is you’ll

high. One’s own best interests can be a

readymade for the big screen, and most

be rooting for both. Slaney doesn’t come off

complicated thing, and the novel addresses

reviews of Moore’s latest novel speak to

as a typical drug-runner in this book. He’s

that. Everyone in Moore’s book is a decent

Lisa’s departure from character-driven

not a greedy nor malicious man: in fact he

person, which only showcases the fact that

fiction to a more plot-driven book. But

would, and does, risk his own life for

looking out for yourself can blur moral and

that’s an oversimplified take. David Slaney

a perfect stranger.

selfish lines.

O’Mara of February, and to overlook that is

Slaney is depicted as more of a free-spirited

By adding all this plot to her character-

to slight Moore’s first-rate characterization

young entrepreneur, with a sense of

driven story, Caught expands the bounds

in Caught. As always, she’s as good as

adventure and bravado we all seem to lack

of what literary fiction is allowed to be.

anyone in getting to the core of a character

these days. The novel certainly feels like

That’s not to say she’s pioneered the idea

and showing us what makes them tick and

commentary on that: where has our sense

of “literary genre fiction,” but rather, the

tock. She does a tremendous job of that

of adventure gone? He risks everything

year-long spotlight and critical reception

in Caught. So let’s call this novel what it

for this adventure, from his freedom to his

she’s garnered for this fabulous novel

really is: character-driven fiction with a ton

profound love for a woman named Jennifer.

has done much to knock the walls down

of plot ... and pot.

David Slaney is a tip of the hat to our

between “literary and genre fiction” or

collective, untapped gusto, whose plan just

“Plot-driven versus character-driven

so happens to clash with the law.

fiction,” and my God do we need that for

is as richly rendered a character as Helen

In a nutshell, the book is split into two

reasons far too numerous to tackle in a

narratives, focusing primarily on David
Slaney, a man who has escaped prison, years

As for Patterson, he needs the promotion

concluding paragraph. Instead let’s end on

into a sentence, for spearheading one of the

to earn the respect of his authorities, sure,

this effusive praise: this novel is full of pace,

biggest pot-smuggling cases in Canadian

but mostly to help fund his half-brother’s

punch, questions of morality and humanity,

history. Slaney’s out, and he’s trying to do it

place in an expensive facility. They’re both

flawless characters, and passages that

all over again. The second narrative, with less

good guys, Slaney and Patterson, and the

shine like literary gold.
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Breakwater Books
& For the Love of Learning
Release Queer Monologues

BY KERRI CULL
Most of us are familiar with the
very popular Vagina Monologues
by Eve Ensler that aim to prevent
violence against women and
promote women’s rights. Queer

Queer Monologues: Stories of LBGT Youth

deserve whether male, female, trans, queer,

originated from Gemma Hickey’s own

straight or otherwise. “Considering what I’ve

personal experience when she was young.

gone through in my life,” says Gemma “I could

The preface in the collection speaks to that

only imagine what other people have gone

personal experience with the opening line,

through and I never wanted that for young

“In the fall of 1993, I attempted suicide.”

people. I want young people to live free and

Wanting to see the project come to fruition,

happy, and we’re getting there.” She’s not

she applied for funding through Thrive and got

alone in this quest for happiness and freedom.

it. The monologues were performed to huge

Greg Malone’s foreword speaks to the politics

the listener that is different from other art forms.

success and she approached Breakwater

of being gay in a traditionally religious

“People are susceptible to creative expression

Books about taking it further.

province. He subverts those ideas that blame

in different ways than regular communication.

religion for homophobia and says that LBGT

Having the opportunity to sit and listen to

The monologues in the collection come

rights are a human rights issue as are the

someone tell their story, people take that with

from a variety of queer youth: male, female,

rights of all minorities.

them,” says Gemma Hickey, Executive Director

transgendered, and so on. “Separated from

at For the Love of Learning.

Canada, an island culture, there’s a fierce pride

The Queer Monologues can be seen on

that comes with that, but we’re also isolated

July 17th at the LSPU Hall. One night only.

For the Love of Learning is an arts-based

and it’s even more isolating for people

Tickets go on sale in

charity for people between the ages of 15-30.

who don’t feel like they can be open about

June. Greg Malone

The organization works to help youth overcome

themselves,” says Gemma. The monologues

will be performing

social and economic obstacles through

speak to those challenges as well as the

along with the other

free workshops, creative employment, and

triumphs. If you read the collection from front

writers. The Queer

The popular monologue genre is an interesting

professional opportunities. It also offers free

to back, you immediately feel the connection

Monologues will

form of literary expression. It’s a powerful,

counselling, yoga workshops, and partnership

to these young people because the need to

also be promoted in

informative, personal, and often emotional way

programs where youth can hone their craft with

express, to openly love, to have a voice and

Toronto during

of communicating that requires something from

the help of a seasoned, local artist.

be understood is something we all want and

Pride Week.

Monologues: Stories of LGBT Youth
use the monologue in a similar,
effective fashion.

Don’t Miss Out on Overcast
Content Between Issues!
Check out our website, theovercast.ca, for 2 posts every weekday.

letterpress printed and fine trade books
featuring work by some of the province’s
most distinctive writers

Broadcasts

Visit our printshop on Cove Road in Tors Cove
Thursdays to Sundays all summer

GRAND OPENING OF THE PRINTSHOP
June 29 th noon to six pm
brief readings by TOM DAWE, ANDY JONES,
DON MCKAY, BERNICE MORGAN & AGNES WALSH
tunes by FRANK MAHER, RICK WEST &
ALLAN RICKETTS
special prices on all Running the Goat publications

www.runningthegoat.com

Event Listings

CanLit Fridays

Come From
Away Thursdays

Share your anonymous rants,
confessions and shout-outs.

new web
feature!

Check out our comprehensive event listings
online, or add your own events to it.

Check our website every Friday for a suggested
weekend read by a great Canadian author.

Every Thursday, get the scoop on visiting
bands, or new albums of note.

Broadcasts

New this
Summer

from Creative Book Publishing
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COMMUNITY POLL RESULTS

If you could have pending premier
Frank Coleman add one plan to his list of things
to accomplish as premier, what would it be?

RANDOMLY SELECTED RESPONSES
“One of the few things that NL has to sustainably
export, and will encourage tourism, is culture.
Double the budget to cultural producers,
educators, presenters and exporters.” – JEFF
“Resign immediately.” – PRAG MATIC

MARK MCCROWE
With Sasha Okshevsky
ISBN-13: 978-1-77103-0-281
10 x 9/paperback/ 120pp/colour photographs
Cookbook • $24.95

This unique cookbook documents Newfoundland’s up and coming culinary style.
Traditional indigenous ingredients and
local artisan products are showcased in
unique recipes that bring a new light to
Newfoundland cuisine. Island Kitchen: An
Ode to Newfoundland is a celebration of
the amazing food, tradition and people that
make Newfoundland such a special place.

Check our website’s
sidebar buttons to
contribute to each
monthly poll

“1. Set up bys wit paving contracts. 2. Make
favourable business ties 3.Retire in Florida
cause eff dis winter.” – PHILLIP
“We’re a unique place, and should be looking
within to find new ways to make money, instead
of looking at what Alberta does (oil) or Ontario
does (corporate asskising like what’s happening
down on our waterfront). Why aren’t we milking
all our wind with wind farms? I’ve lived in 4
provinces, but nowhere have I seen the streak
of bright entrepreneurs this island has – people

Here for you.

are making their own jobs, so why don’t we
have a bigger pot of funding devoted to helping
these bright, ambitious people become viable
employers. Seriously, instead of fracking the shit
out of our beautiful province, why not focus on
becoming a province full of locally run operations,
that are getting some help to get off the ground
so they can become long-lasting employers. I
know so many people with great ideas but no
money. Newfoundland’s entrepreneurs could be
Newfoundland’s answer to crazy high rates of
unemployment, not to mention the sheer lack of
great places to work here.” – GO US GO
“Raise minimum wage, reduce poverty.” – KRISTA
“Ensure NL has the right to a Premier with political
experience who is ACTUALLY ELECTED.” - J
“Call an early general election. As it stands, the
people of Newfoundland and Labrador have not

Gerry Rogers
M H A , S T. J O H N ’ S C E N T R E

Join us for a
Mental Health
Town Hall
TIM B. ROGERS

W I T H S P E C I A L G U E STS

Andy Jones
Mary-Lynn Bernard
Mary Walsh
Roger Baggs
Mark Gruchy
Paula Corcoran

ISBN-13: 978-1-77103-0-311

6 x 9/paperback/250pp
Historical Fiction • $22.95
Companion CD included.
Music by Jim Payne and Fergus O’Byrne.

In this fictional tale, humour, passion, and
songs breathe vitality into the tragedy of
the SS Southern Cross. This rousing sea
story honours the memory of the gallant
crew and the lives they were forced to live.

Wednesday,
June 4th @ 7-9pm

George Murphy, mha

St. John’s East
(709) 729-3651
georgemurphy@gov.nl.ca
CREATIVE BOOK PUBLISHING
430 Topsail Rd., Village Shopping Centre
St. John’s, NL A1E 4N1
Tel. 709-748-0813 • Fax 709-579-6511
www.creativebookpublishing.ca

George Murphy, MHA, St. John’s East
@GeorgeMurphyMHA

St. Teresa’s
Parish Hall
120 Mundy
Pond Road

709-729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca
Gerry Rogers MHA St. John’s Centre
GerryRogersMHA
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had a leader that could lay claim to a specific
mandate since Dunderdale’s resignation. Marshall
was not elected in 2011, nor will Coleman [be
elected in July]. Both will have been appointed
to their positions, and Coleman will have the
additional handicap of being anointed by the
Progressive Conservatives, not having to be
judged even by the members of his own party.
The clouds parted, the hand of Danny descended,
and the waters parted for Coleman to advance to
the office of Premier. Regardless of what provincial
law says, Coleman should act quickly by calling an
election as soon as possible to secure a mandate
of his own from the people. Otherwise, the PCs
will continue to trundle down the path of
increasing irrelevance.” – LITTLE R
“Seems like whatever Dennis O’Keefe is doing
to clean up our city isn’t working, maybe the
Premier could do something, anything! We have
a beautiful scenic province and the garbage here
is disgusting. What is wrong with people, is it
laziness, lack of respect or just stupidity? I’m sure if
all these political figures put their heads together
they could come up with something. Why not
have the inmates out cleaning, (community
service), but then I guess you would have some
rights group out protesting that. They do it in
other places of the world and believe me I’ve
been to some of these places and they are
immaculate.” - JL
“Increased infrastructure, around, and funding to,
the arts sounds like a naive hippy’s dream, but, it
actually makes sense here. Isn’t there some way
to remodel art industries, like the literary sector,
so that the province funds, say, the creation of a
novel, but then owns a cut of its royalties? Moore,
Winter, Winter, Harvey, Pelley, Crummey, Murray,
Clark, Johnston ... there’s got to be a way to be
milking these people. Same for our musicians!
Turn Joanna Barker or Mark Bragg or Green &
Gold or someone into a vessel we feed and fund
and send on tour and record albums for, but the
government gets a cut!” - THE ARTS!
“I really want to see all sidewalks cleared
next winter. I‘m tired of walking on the road to
school every day and getting splashed by cars
driving through the snow and puddles beside me.
Pedestrians have the right to a safe
journey too.” - AINE
“How are you going to get rid of the
provincial debt? Once that’s gone, we’re
laughing!” – HUDSON
“Plans? A list of plans? A will to accomplish
anything, besides being Premier for a few months?
Please pardon my skepticism. Going along for
argument’s sake, though, i would like to see this
man, who owns a chain of grocery stores, show
some awareness of food security issues. While it’s
not our biggest issue (yet), I would like to see some
kind of initiative addressing our utter dependence
on outside food suppliers. Even an opinion on the
matter would be nice, and having to deal with
these suppliers on a high level, he really must
have one. A sensible answer might be enough to
convince me that he doesn’t completely have his
head up his own arse.’” – C. H. MONSTER

Entrepreneurs
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SHOP PORTRAIT

The Petty
Harbour Mini
Aquarium Will
Open June
8th

Petty Harbour Mini Aquarium
Set To Launch a Successful Second Season
The Petty Harbour Mini
Aquarium exists to foster
curiosity about local marine
life, respect for our natural
world, and to inspire
action toward sustainable
living through its displays,
interpretations, and activities.
Thanks to everything from lauded restaurants

As soon as you walk in, you’ll be greeted not

life that can be seen and touched at the Mini

Moore, a terrestrial ecologist, entomologist,

only by friendly biologists, but a touch tank

Aquarium. We think it will be a big hit!”

and teacher, who, thanks to the aquarium,

of starfish, urchins, and other sea-dwelling

has been able to come full circle back to his

creatures. Hands-on exhibits include a

The aquarium itself is located in a retired fish

initial love for marine biology. “The sea has

permanent microscope station and occasional

processing plant, right on Petty Harbour’s

always been close to my heart,” he says,

live dissections. In addition to the touch

notoriously picturesque pier. At the time of

“so I’m excited to come back to this part of

tanks, there are thirty exhibit tanks. Even the

this interview and photoshoot, the wharf

the field and learn more about the amazing

plumbing is striking: all thirty tanks are filled

was bustling with activity from the day’s

animals that call our oceans home.” Moore’s

via an impressive plumbing system, with

impressive haul of crab by local fishermen,

professional background has included time

water circulating in from Petty Harbour itself,

adding a coincidentally free glimpse at

as the Johnson Geo Centre’s manager of

and back out to the ocean.

another form of coastal culture. The aquarium

interpretation & exhibits, and operations

like Chafe’s Landing, to an impressive

is located in the Petty Harbour Fishermen’s

manager for the Manuels River Hibernia

ziplining operation, Petty Harbour is becoming

Each tank at the aquarium is sponsored by

Co-op building on 35 Southside Road. This

Interpretation Centre.

a hotspot among tourists and locals alike.

a local company, starting at $250 a tank.

year, it’s open from June 8 – October11 .

The Petty Harbour Mini Aquarium is a vibrant,

Executive director Keith Moore says they’re

interactive addition to Petty Harbour’s

still looking for sponsors for a number of

Another unique feature of the Petty Harbour

What’s your favourite part of this job?

burgeoning presence as a travel destination in

their tanks, since it’s still early in the season.

Mini Aquarium is that they’re one of very

I love to see the looks of curiosity and awe on

Newfoundland. From fearsome flounders, to

“There are opportunities for interested

few aquariums worldwide that release their

the faces of the visitors when they discover

blue lobsters and spitting sea cucumbers, the

individuals, groups, or companies to support

collection back into the ocean every year. It’s

something about the animals that they didn’t

aquarium has become, in the eyes of so many

the work we do.” Their biggest tank is the

something they can do because the entire

know before. Seeing people having fun

kids, the coolest place to visit within fifteen

cod tank. “Our cod cam will now become our

collection at the aquarium consists of local

while learning something new is an amazing

minutes of St. John’s. Apparently,

‘Aquarium Cam,’ and will move to a different

species. The public are welcome to be part

experience to be part of, and this is something

some families visited the aquarium more

habitat each week or so. This will allow us to

of the process. The interview below is with

that happens on a daily basis at our aquarium.

than twenty times last summer.

showcase the variety of interesting marine

the aquarium’s new executive director, Keith

Who could ask for better than that?

th

th

Q&A

PHOTO BY JOEL UPSHALL
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We are always looking for interested people
to become involved with the Mini Aquarium.
Volunteers can fill any number of different roles:
interpreting the marine animals for the public,
helping paint and build the exhibits, helping with
the development of program materials, etc. We
have many volunteer opportunities for a wide

Been to the Gallery lately?
!

Come be surprised

On Your Side.
Fighting For You.

Jewellery, sculpture &
furniture until June 14
Fine works, food &
friends June 28 at 2

range of interests.
Young parents are desperate for things to do
What’s the ultimate goal of the

with their kids. Is your aquarium fun for kids?

Petty Harbour Mini Aquarium?

The aquarium is perfect for kids! We are hands-

The ultimate goal of the Aquarium is to foster

on, fun, and educational. Within ten seconds

curiosity about our oceans in people of all

of entering, kids of all ages are invited to our

ages, from all walks of life. Curious people ask

touch tanks to interact with the animals. We

questions, and questions lead to the discovery

have thirty tanks that are temporary homes for

of new information. With more information

some truly amazing marine animals, and six of

about our oceans and the marine environment,

these are touch tanks. We offer kids programs

people can make informed decisions that

and activities, and we are also a destination for

can help protect and sustain the marine

birthday parties and school visits. Parents can

environment. It is our goal to inspire people to

check out our website and Facebook page for

act toward personal and global sustainability

the latest happenings at the Aquarium.

Craft Council Gallery
2nd floor Devon House
changing exhibits all year

www.craftcouncil.nl.ca

Dale Kirby, mha
St. John’s North
709-729-6921 - dalekirby@gov.nl.ca

through everything that we do.
Tell us about the “Great Canadian
Tell us a little about this

Shoreline Clean Up”

grand reopening on the 8th.

The date hasn’t been set yet, but we will

Any significance to opening

be organizing a cleanup in Petty Harbour

on World Oceans Day?

Maddox Cove as a part of the Great Canadian

World Oceans Day is all about

Shoreline Clean Up. You can learn more about

coming together to celebrate and

clean ups happening in your area by visiting

honour the ocean, and so it happens to be a

www.shorelinecleanup.ca. You can find out

great time to reopen the Mini Aquarium. We

how to participate, or if a cleanup has not

will be partnering with other organizations to

been organized in your area, find out how to

help celebrate and recognize this world wide

become a site coordinator and run one! It’s a

event. We encourage the public to help us

great way for everyone to get involved and do

celebrate by visiting us on June 8 , any time

their part for the ocean.

th

between 10 am and 6 pm. Admission is free.
And tell us about your
How were you folks involved in

animal release party.

dealing with the blue whale that

One of the guiding principles of the Petty

washed ashore in Woody Point?

Harbour Mini Aquarium is to be a catch and

We were fortunate enough to send two of

release facility. We collect our animals in the

our interpreters, Kelsey and Meredith, out

spring and release them in the fall. This year

to assist with the blue whale project. They

we will be closing on October 11th, and shortly

were able to assist the team from the Royal

after will have our Release Party (keep an eye

Ontario Museum in processing the whale

to our Facebook page). The public are invited

remains, and shared their experience through

to BYOB (Bring Your Own Bucket) and help us

our social media outlets. It was a great story

return the animals to their natural habitat. We

that they will be able to share with our visitors

had an amazing turnout last year, on a day

throughout the summer.

that was one of the worst weather-wise in
October. It’s great to end our

Are You Looking for volunteers?

season with a fun event for

Do they need a biology background?

our visitors.

What would they do?

MegaFood
Women’s &
Men’s One Daily
Multivitamins

smartphone app
for walkers

15% OFF
UNTIL
JUNE 30

Made from a variety of gently dried,
fresh raw whole foods and organic herbs,
providing whole food nutrients and immuneenhancing antioxidants. Tested to be free of
herbicides, pesticides and common allergens
such as gluten, dairy and soy.

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254
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Raymonds Voted The Best Restaurant
in Canada by More Than 50 of Their Peers

Raymonds is
located at 95 Water
Street, and is open
Tuesday-Saturday,
after 5 pm.

In late May, Vacay.ca’s annual
Best Restaurant in Canada
Competition named Raymonds
the very best restaurant in
the country.

let alone be at the top of it. “It’s always great to

patrons of the restaurant with a unique look

the food, and secondarily on overall dining

be respected by your peers, but we realize there

into North Atlantic cuisine like no other.”

experience and ambiance. Other factors

The list is meant to celebrate Canadian cuisine,

TERROIR TIPPED THE SCALE

and serve as a definitive dining resource for
people travelling in our country. In previous
years, the list was created by counting votes
from the general public, but this year’s
competition was done in a far more reliable and
professional manner. The judging panel was
made up of more than fifty of Canada’s finest
chefs, including the likes of last year’s winner
and CBC Dragon Den personality, Vikram Vij
(of Vancouver’s Vij’s restaurant) and Connie
Desousa, a Chopped Canada judge and the
woman behind Charcut in Calgary.
Of winning a competition juried by peers,
Raymonds co-owner Jeremy Bonia says it was
a huge honour to even be considered for the list,

are a lot of restaurants in this country that could

included: presentation, creativity, value to

have easily been on top. The best part is the fact

“Terroir” is a wine term, used increasingly so

the consumer, wine list, and front-of-house

that people are now looking to the east as a part

in the food industry, and is meant to refer to

performance. Each judge had 100 points to

of the culinary landscape of Canada.”

the core essence of a wine or food item that is

allocate between five to ten restaurants. To

imparted to it specifically by the place (earth,

ensure a restaurant wouldn’t benefit too much

climate, etc) it is grown in. Gushue continued his

from a single judge’s enthusiasm, judges were

Chef and judge Connie Desousa had this to say

gushing about Raymonds by commending just

not allowed to allot more than twenty points to

about Raymonds, “Chef Jeremy Charles drives

how serious they are about terroir. “To say they

a single restaurant.

farm to table so well with his restaurant. I love

are serious is an understatement. They use up

that the majority of his menu items are either

to 1,200 square feet of storage facilities to keep

A restaurant couldn’t ask for a higher honour

grown with his bare hands or fished or hunted.

their foraged product for year-round use.”

than winning a properly conducted “Best

He is a great ambassador of Canadian cuisine.”

Restaurant in the Country” competition. While
WHAT THE WIN MEANS

it might be what every restaurateur dreams of,

The notion of farm-to-table, and focussing

According to the mandate of the

until very recently, it would be a silly dream for a

on local terroir and traditional Newfoundland

competition, their win means that

local restaurant. Prior to the mid-2000s, or even

cuisine is a big part of what makes

“more than any other restaurant

2010, Newfoundland wasn’t exactly the kind

Raymonds Raymonds. Another judge, Chef

in the country, Raymonds blends

province that embraced fine dining, so a more

Jonathan Gushue of Gushue Hospitality

exquisite flavours with world-

realistic dream for co-owners Jeremy Charles

Inc said that Raymonds is “becoming the

class service, a top-notch wine

and Jeremy Bonia was simply keeping their

benchmark for regional Canadian cuisine.

list, and a magnificent setting.”

doors open. “The main goal of any restaurant is

Not many [restaurants] take terroir as

Restaurants across the country were rated

to stay open. And for us at Raymonds, to keep

seriously as this restaurant, which provides

primarily on dish selections and quality of

progressing and perfecting what we do. As

PHOTOS BY JOEL UPSHALL

RESTAURANT PORTRAIT
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for fine dining in St. John’s, we just hoped that

Bronfman families. When he moved back to

ever done this sort of cuisine on this kind

people would embrace it … and they have.”

Newfoundland in 2007 and started Atlantica in
Portgual Cove, he likely kickstarted the recent
renaissance of restaurant culture in St. John’s.

of scale,” he said, of creating his menu with

The truest challenge for a restaurant like
Raymonds in a city like St. John’s these days

locally sourced products. Charles infuses local
cuisine with both French and Italian cooking
techniques.

is the demographic who still think it’s wild to
spend so much money on a single meal. “With
all the recognition and awards comes the stigma
and rumours of being the most expensive place
in town, which we are not,” Jeremy says, “but
we are not the cheapest either. We are providing
those people who appreciate and enjoy good
food with an exceptional experience. Some
people think it’s wild to spend $200 to see a
concert. It’s all relative.”
The Raymonds experience is an easy sell: it’s
more of an experience than a meal. “You’re
going to have an amazing night out. You will
have the very best ingredients, prepared from

just ahead of its time in Portugal Cove. In

scratch by an amazing kitchen crew. You will

their first year, EnRoute magazine crowned

receive some of the finest service out there.

them the Best New Restaurant in Canada. The

Knowledgeable and trained staff will guide

year they opened Raymonds, the duo took

you through the evening, and you’ll eat in one

EnRoute’s Best New Restaurant title for an

of the most beautiful buildings in the city.”

unprecedented second time.

Their building really is as striking as the food.

Manager and sommelier Charles Bonia began
his career at another fine dining restaurant
in St. John’s, Bianca’s. But it wasn’t just the
food he fell in love with there, or the business
itself: while at Bianca’s, he developed a
serious interest in wine and went on to
become a certified sommelier. Jeremy has
traveled extensively to research and buy
wines for Raymonds. He has been featured in
Decanter, Wine Spectator, the Globe & Mail,
and MacLean’s, among other national and
international publications. He’s even won
outstanding beverage professional honours at
the Terroir Symposium industry awards.

In addition to regular bookings, Raymonds
offer group bookings. Their restaurant has
three dining rooms, “each of which can be
booked for private meals, board meetings,
product launches, seminars, or receptions.
The rooms are historical in atmosphere but
modern in capability, equipped with screens
and full wireless access.” The largest of the
rooms can accommodate as many as sixty-five
people, and they are happy to work with you
on everything from atmosphere to customized
food and beverage menus.

Their bios and backgrounds made them the
men for the job, and they acknowledge the
restaurants before them for helping a place
like Raymonds have a home here in the city. As
Charles has said, “It would be quite challenging
to do what we are doing twenty years ago.

The duo are at work on a book that will
be published by HarperCollins. “It will be
released across Canada in the fall of 2015.
It’s a cookbook of sorts, featuring Raymonds’
dishes, ingredients, and purveyors, but it’s also
a showcase of Newfoundland and Labrador.

On their website, Vacay.ca singles out one

The two left Atlantica to start Raymonds,

There have been some fine dining places that

dish in particular that people have to try

We want the world to see how amazing our

which begs the question, How does a place

came and went, but none that I know of has

at Raymonds, the rack of lamb with local

province is and why they should all visit.”

run by two Jeremys come to be named

merguez sausage and braise, creamy polenta,

Raymonds? Homage. They opened their

roasted red peppers, eggplant purée, grilled

restaurant as tribute to two men who were

zucchini, gremolata, and tomato sauce. When

influential in the lives of the two Jeremys:

asked his favourite meal at Raymonds, Bonia

Charles’ grandfather, Raymond Baggs, and

says, “That’s like asking who your favourite

Bonia’s father, Raymond Bonia.

TOMBOLO
MULTICULTURAL
FESTIVAL

child is. We think a true showcase of what
Raymonds is all about is the tasting menu,

Bonia says he and Charles saw Atlantica as

it’s something we pride ourselves on and with

their first chance to start up a restaurant, and

wine pairings it’s a tough meal to beat and a

be given complete control over the service and

great night out.”

food, but at the end of the day it didn’t really

JULY 4-6

feel theirs. “We had no control or interest in the

ST. JOHN’S ARTS
AND CULTURE CENTRE

A TALE OF TWO JEREMYS

financial side of things, so there was only so

Raymonds is run by two Jeremys – head chef

much room to grow. We both knew when we

Jeremy Charles, and restaurant manager

SATURDAY, JULY 5

SUNDAY, JULY 6

first started there that we would one day open

11:00 AM - 4:00 PM

10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

and sommelier Jeremy Bonia. Damien Lee,

our own place.” Their own place has become

a mutual friend, introduced the two when

the finest restaurant in our city, province, and

Jeremy Charles came home for his wedding

country. Good thing they followed through.

Multicultural workshop
on music, dance, crafts.
Arts & foods.

International food and craft fair, &
outdoor multicultural variety concert
(Featuring local & immigrant foods,
crafts, music, dance, storytelling
& fashion show)

in 2006. “Charles was living in Chicago at the
time, and Damien knew that we shared a lot

Head chef Jeremy Charles got started on food

of common interests and thought we should

very early in his professional career, having

meet. He was right.”

moved to Montreal at the young age of nineteen
to study the culinary arts at St. Pius X Culinary

Working together at Raymonds is nothing

Institute, and he eventually landed a job at

new for them, nor is national praise for what

Mediterraneo, under the wing of esteemed

their two heads can put together. In 2007,

names like Claude Pelletier and Michel Ross.

just after they met, Bonia went to work with

Several other notable gigs later, Charles

Charles at Atlantica – a fine dining restaurant

became a personal chef for the Molson and

FREE ADMISSION.
CONTACT US: 722-8103 or
tombolofestivalnl@gmail.com

ADMISSION: $5.00, FREE ADMISSION
FOR CHILDREN 12 YEARS & UNDER.
TICKETS AT THE DOOR.

ORGANIZED BY: Tombolo Multicultural Festival Newfoundland and Labrador.
SUPPORTED BY: Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council, the City of St. John’s, the Arts
and Culture Centre and MMaP, Memorial University, Citizenship and Immigration Canada.
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WAKING UP IN THE CITY
WITH JACOB ALLDERDICE

2. LACK OF
FUNDING:
is there

Harbour Barbarism
Word is, somebody took it upon
themselves to nominate the St.

any other

Let’s face it:
it’s embarrassing to
be called a failure at
protecting places
of national
importance.

explanation for
the cheapness on display
across the waterfront? In a city where the

Local Perspectives

CITY MATTERS

WITH

SHEILAGH O’LEARY

To Lead or
Not to Lead?

official Board of Trade slogan is “Be the Boom,”

is no fallback.
In contrast, if
you pursue a
provincial or

John’s Waterfront for a national

why must we tolerate narrow sidewalks of

federal seat,

heritage organization’s list of

Anyone wonder why the bid

heaved and cracking concrete, a highway in

Top Ten Endangered Places.

to run for either Mayor or

while sitting

place of a public promenade, and a tawdry

The list, created by Heritage Canada National
Trust (HCNT), is “released annually,” according
to the HCNT website, “to bring national
attention to sites at risk due to neglect, lack of

aluminum fence?
3. INAPPROPRIATE DEVELOPMENT: the
recent deposit of two mammoth glassy-eyed
suburban-style restaurant buildings speaks for

Deputy Mayor in St. John’s is
an all or nothing venture?
Running for politics is a high risk piece
of business in itself, let alone for these

itself. A 33-foot decorated propane tank speaks

top leadership positions. It was a risk

legislation.”

for itself. In the context of a working harbour,

that I was aware of and was willing to

there is a place for restaurants and for gigantic

take. When an existing councillor has

NLprecincts have made the list in the past:

propane tanks, but these particular objects

strong voter confidence, makes a bid

aren’t for longshoremen. Nor can they please

for Mayor of Deputy Mayor positions

a tourist looking for ye olde St John’s charm.

and loses, they no longer retain a seat

Tourists would have better luck on Kelsey Drive.

on council. It’s game over for them.

funding, inappropriate development and weak

Tilting in 2007; Port Union in 2011. Both places
have improved prospects today, and one reason
may be because of the national attention their
place on the Top Ten List garnered.
Let’s face it: it’s embarrassing to be called
a failure at protecting places of national
importance. And embarrassment can be a
powerful motivator. St John’s Waterfront merits

Successful citizen representatives can
4. WEAK LEGISLATION: who actually runs

get knocked out, after great effort and

this town? The Port Authority or our elected

a desire to step up and enact change.

council? Decisions on the waterfront lack

Which leaves me questioning ... where

transparency. Last year, a move by former

are the incentives to lead?

Deputy Mayor Shannie Duff to hold a public

as a council
member,you can
take unpaid leave and return if defeated,
entailing little political risk. The
inconsistency between municipal and
provincial/federal regulations on
this is clear.
Sitting MHAs and MPs cannot be
nominated as candidates for municipal
election. However, the legislation is
silent as to the reverse. This practice has
been followed for some time by the city.
Peter Miller was the last city councillor,
prior to Danny Breen, to take a leave of
absence, not requiring a resignation,
to run in a provincial election. Shannie
Duff also took a leave of absence to run
provincially and resigned when she was

a place on the list for all the right reasons.

hearing on the harbour fence was quashed, by

Let’s look back at our present Deputy

a vote of 9-2. Councillors apparently thought

Mayor Ron Ellsworth. His efforts to

1. NEGLECT: the waterfront, historically a place

the public need not participate in a decision

engage a stronger role by running for

that they themselves could hardly be said to

mayor in 2009 saw him knocked out of

have initiated. Who is in control of the public

municipal politics for a full term until his

waterfront?

recent, successful run. An all or nothing

Recent forums and community

bid and one in which I encountered a

engagement series such as conducted

HCNT uses three primary criteria to

similar fate in my pursuit for the role of

by The City of St. John’s, MUN Harris

determine which sites will make the list:

mayor last fall.

Centre, Equal Voice NL, Happy City, and

where families could stroll, admire ocean vessels
and mingle with seafarers, where New Year’s
Eve and other significant events were celebrated,
and where ships from around the world tied up
beside boats from around the bay, is today cut off
from the city it once nurtured. The harbourfence,
that aluminum frippery that appears imported
from someone’s suburban front yard, is only the
latest insult. It’s added to the initial destruction of
the finger piers that once linked “Water” Street to
the ocean. It’s piled on top of the 1950s car-first
mentality that saw

1. Significance of the site
2. Urgency of the threat
3. Community support for its preservation.

to the delicate
of land and sea
to carve a wide
roadway across the
waterfront.

provincial legislature when she ran for
and became Mayor.

Tedx St.John’s all encourage not only

a meat-ax taken
interconnection

elected. She later resigned from the

If you agree the St John’s Waterfront
is “endangered,” let HCNT know:
heritagecanada.org/en/contact-us

We need to go back to a 1997 statute,

women and youth to get more involved

which created the position of Deputy

in politics, but for the general public

Mayor as a separate elected position

to get more engaged in the political

on council. The St. John’s Municipal

process, promoting the concepts

Elections Act was amended in May 1997

of people like Facebook CEO Sheryl

to create the Deputy Mayor position

Sandberg through “Leaning in.” You

as a separate vote, as opposed to the

want to step up and lead? Well, in our

highest number of council votes as in

city, sometimes the result can be a

previous legislation. If as councillor, you

loss of potentially hard-working, well-

are interested in stepping forward in an

supported advocates for the folks who

effort to pilot a vision for the city, there

want a different style of leadership.

Local Perspectives
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A Councillor’s Opinion on Bike Lanes Speaks Volumes
about That Councillor’s Ability to Make Well-Reasoned
Decisions for Our City.
BY CHAD PELLEY

In a recent council meeting about

so well that it encourages people to own

a bike lane which is great, but there are often

reconsidering the merit of bike

and ride bikes, not cars, negating the need

cars parked in it. I have to go around

for excessive car parking spaces. There’s

them and it can be a bit annoying. All

lanes in St. John’s, councillor

no whining about bike lanes in a place like

Bruce Tilley started his ramble

in all you have to be kind of gutsy to

Montreal because they thought through a

be out there.”

by saying, “I am not against

plan that would work before implementing

bicycling, but …” and went on to

their bike lanes.

To a bicyclist like Katie, it’s clear why
people aren’t using the lanes. “They’re not

imply that bike lanes are, God

Here in St. John’s, our bike lanes were merely

forbid, a threat to parking spaces.

accessible, safe, or easy. If a little bit of

an attempt to look like a progressive capital

luxury, nor a hippie’s dream, it’s a basic sign

infrastructure was put in place it would be a

city. They are haphazardly strewn about, and

that we’re a vibrant and up-to-date capital

lot safer, more fun, and more people would

It turns out that the dinner guests of certain

are very incomplete. Yet members of city

city. In fairness, we’re an old and ill-planned

ride bikes, cutting down on traffic and

councillors have had to park “far away”

council think the bike lanes themselves – not

city. We do not have the luxury of a grid city

parking issues.”

because bike lanes are taking up precious

council’s failure to implement them properly

when it comes to transit and implementing

parking spaces on their streets. Councillor

– is the failure. If, as I believe is the case, the

It’s mildly embarrassing for residents of St.

Tilley claims he’s only seen two people use

bike lanes in place are only phase one of a

lanes, and subways. But there’s always room

John’s to have councillors who can’t see that

the lanes, which insinuates the bike lanes

multi-phase plan, then implement the other

for a little thinking outside of the box, and

logic, or don’t ask questions about why no

were a bad idea. What’s alarming is he seems

phases of the plan before judging how well

consulting the right people.

one is using them. Katie’s husband, Luke

to think the under-use of our bike lanes has

they’re working.

Nichols, is also an avid bicyclist. “I think what

Fact of the matter is, in 2014, drivers are

they’re missing is that they believe people

no more entitled to a parking spot than a

ride their bikes like they drive their cars.

bicyclist is to a bicycle lane. You’re also

That’s not the way it works, there is always a

no more entitled to a road. Next time you

faster way on a bike.”

blare your horn or give the finger to a

nothing to do with their poor implementation.
Like far too many things in this city, they were

Local musician and bicyclist Katie Baggs

not thought through and were implemented

felt phase one of implementing city bicycling

without proper consultation and foresight.

lanes was “a move in the right direction to do
anything for cyclists at all - I was surprised

If you’re a modern citizen of the country, if

and impressed.” She does feel that there

you’re a well-cultured individual, you know

are many problems with them as they exist,

that Canada’s most vibrant cities – Montreal,

though, “not the least of which is that you can’t

Vancouver, Halifax – have all implemented

go everywhere you want to go.” Katie and her

bustling bicycle lanes. You know that public

husband live on Campbell Avenue. “There is a

transit speaks volumes about how much

bike lane part of the way up the hill and then

thought goes into city planning, and you

you’re supposed to turn left and go a different

know that bicyclists are not second-rate

route. What if you need to go straight? In some

citizens who infest our roads with their

places the bike lanes simply end and you don’t

annoying tendency towards being healthy,

know what they expect you to do.”

environmentally conscious people with a
desire for fresh air.

So, why would people use them, if they’re
incomplete and confusing? During Katie’s

big-city options like efficient bus routes, bike

bicyclist, remember you’re as ignorant as
Unless someone on city council is a bicyclist

they are annoying. And both driver and

who has tried to ride a bike in this town,

bicyclist should be blaming a poorly

they shouldn’t be making decisions about

structured city, not each other, for your

these lanes. A “bike friendly city” isn’t a

next driver-bicyclist altercation.

Bike • Skate • Scooter
7 Lemarchant Road • St. John’s, NL

In a place like Montreal or Toronto, bike

commute to work, as a teacher in Cowan

culture is so well threaded into their urban

Heights, all is well enough on the bike lanes

(709)738-6222 or cychoticbikes@gmail.com

fabric that a bike is often the fastest way to

until the lanes vanish and she has to choose

WWW. CYC HOT I C BI KE S . CA

get anywhere. They’ve implemented lanes

the sidewalk or the road. “Cowan Avenue has
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They bring attention to and

BAY OF EXPLOITS

WITH

ED RICHE

help preserve the living

Five Things the City is Doing Right

Let’s get
the people we
have doing it
right, doing
more.

Perspectives
this is a cornerstone for tourism and
business travel. Restaurants, like arts

waterways we have the good

and entertainment, bring life to the street.

fortune to have coursing through

At long last there is dining unique to this

our city. They encourage exercise of body and

place, something other than the overcooked

spirit, link and bind the community.

tiles of farmed salmon or a flavourless, wetpacked steak from a Canadian chain.

The capital city of #DarkNL

The Airport is well designed. The terminal is

The Women’s Film Festival has a clear

kinda flopped last year. St. John’s

not unattractive, a considerable improvement

mandate which it fulfills. Precise focus makes

The St. John’s Farmers Market has grown

over that which it replaced. The interior has

its modest scale a virtue, a small festival in

and steadily improved, a showcase for some

abundant natural light, the acoustics are

a faraway place has become an international

of the tastiest produce on the planet, local

pleasant. Traffic moves efficiently through

cultural destination. The event is now often

agricultural products that could one day

The roadways crumbled. George

the space.The parking has been made more

used as an opportunity for meetings of

replace much imported food, and in doing so

Street became a more dangerous

orderly and user friendly. Communications

players in the nascent Canadian film and

reduce carbon footprint, create local jobs, and

regarding recent changes to the Terminal’s

television industry.

provide food security. They need a suitable

failed to provide pedestrians
safe passage after the snow fell.

and disgusting address. The
harbour fence was erected as

permanent home to allow them to continue to

access were clear. Its proximity to the city
centre and access to arterials is a rare thing. It

Was a time not long ago when there were

a monument to stupidity.

is among the best airports of its size anywhere.

few fit places to eat in St. John’s. A new

Cue the rats!

The airport is about to expand, to double in size

generation of restaurateurs and chefs have

Cronyism is endemic in our beloved

in anticipation of increased load and one trusts,

improved that situation. Many are dedicated

backwater. Nothing more corrodes our

It is important to remind ourselves that things

given the record, it will be well considered.

to providing as much fresh, local fare as

institutions. If we are going to advance we

possible even as the government makes it

probably have to introduce a modicum of

The walking trails of The Grand Concourse

tough for local farmers and impossible for

meritocracy into our systems. Let’s get the

thread the city with verdant pedestrian ways.

day boat fishers. Beyond sustaining townies

people we have doing it right, doing more.

but Quebec has good child care at such low

the poorest paid in the country. According to

There’s also an economic argument for

prices and we don’t,” says Morgan.

the Early Childhood Education Index 2011,

investing in ECE according to Craig Alexander,

Quebec started providing affordable child

which provides a snapshot of provincial ECE

chief economist at TD Bank. Investing in kids

care in 2000. According to economist Pierre

services across Canada, NL ranks last.

is one of the best solutions to address the

needn’t be this way, that there are competent
people here capable of doing things right. For
instance …

ECE Programs
Could Provide
Economic Perks
to Both Parents
& the Province

Fortin, Quebec’s child care program costs

provide such a tremendous service to our city.

problems of a predicted decline in population

$2.47 billion annually, but returns $5 billion to

In 2012, there were approximately 29,800

and economic growth in NL. “What’s going to

the economy.

children in NL under five years old. Almost

get you your biggest bang for a buck?” asked

sixty percent of those children had mothers

Alexander who addressed the Jimmy Pratt

The effect has been that Quebec has the

in the workforce, but there were licensed

Foundation in April. “For every dollar you

highest labour force participation in Canada.

child care spaces for only nineteen percent

spend, what’s going to get you the biggest

“It’s important to ensure women can support

of them. Jennifer Morgan has had her son

return? The answer is kids.”

themselves in an autonomous fashion

on a waiting list at a child care centre for

especially since marriages (typically) last six

four years, but has never heard back. The

How could investing in kids help our

Jennifer Morgan desperately

to seven years,” said Fortin at a recent talk in

seasonal nature of her husband’s work

economy? The answer is increased labour

wishes Newfoundland and

St. John’s.

means he can look after the children in the

force participation, reduced income inequality

winter. But that ends in May. This month

and reduced spending on special needs

But while Quebec has the best early

she’ll rely on friends to look after her children

education. “ECE programs allow mothers

childhood education (ECE) system in Canada,

so she can work.

to work and

BY SHARON HO

Quebec has something

Labrador had. Affordable
and accessible child care
at $7 per day.

increase the

NL has the worst.
Child care is also expensive for Morgan’s

family income,”

Morgan was recently offered a full-time job,

According to the Jimmy Pratt Foundation, (a

family, which has a household income of

said Alexander.

but couldn’t accept it because she doesn’t

local group with a mandate of improving ECE)

$60,000. “We applied for a subsidy once

“Raising family

have child care for her three-year-old son and

compared with the rest of Atlantic Canada

when our income was $38,000, but all we got

income will take

nine-year-old daughter. “It hurts that [both

NL spends the least on early learning and

was $30,” says Morgan. “We need to be like

families out of

Quebec and Newfoundland] are in Canada,

our early childhood educators are among

Quebec. We need regulated prices.”

poverty.”

Perspectives
conflict of interest
debate over

Are Coleman’s
Actions Favouritism
or Standard Practice?

Coleman in the
House. His former
business (now sold),
Humber Valley
Paving (HVP), was
let out of a contract

Our next premier is in hot
water over a paving
contract with the provincial
government, and the mechanics

with the provincial

government said it was a $9.5 million bond.

Corner Brook businessman Frank Coleman

Labrador Highway. But they couldn’t complete

pave roughly 80 kilometres of the Transit, citing delays due to last year’s forest fires as
one of the reasons. HVP completed about sixty
percent of the work and were paid almost

convention in July.

$12 million for that.

He’ll get a chance to join the House of

Coleman resigned from HVP in March,

Assembly in a by-election in the Corner
Brook riding of Humber East, currently held
by Premier Tom Marshall, who said he would
resign. Coleman could be the third premier
recently elected in the region, as Danny
Williams won his seat in a by-election in

will ever know.
5. Spot
in the avalon
mall with
plenty of dapper ties.
PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

McGrath to cancel the contract. McGrath said

6. This coffee shop downtown would like you to Hava
what?

3. Arts reporter for The Telegram, who just w
at the Atlantic Journalism Awards [first name

7. Chefs like Vikram Vij and Connie Desousa just named
this local restaurant the best in Canada for Vacay.ca.

4. One of St. John's most original musicians a
performers. Not Mark Boast, but Mark [last na

cashing in the bonds could have shut down
the company, which would have put people
out of work. “And you still don’t have your

Leadership contender Bill Barry, a Corner

He says he received legal advice that they

And it has been a somewhat colourful

make the decision that I made,” said McGrath.
wouldn’t have gotten out of the bond, and these
decisions are made on a case-by-case basis.

competition.

Coleman also said there was no wrongdoing.

Former premier Danny Williams said,

huge, huge conflict of interest at play here,”

“Bill Barry would definitely not have my
support. Absolutely not,” in February before

But Liberals and NDP disagree. “There’s a
said Liberal House Leader Andrew Parsons.
Liberal MHA Tom Osborne said the

Coleman entered.

bond, “would, in fact, have protected the

There’s been speculation that Williams has a

McGrath said they are covered by mechanics

hand in Coleman’s support from the PC Party,
though Williams has not publicly endorsed him.
Photos of the two chatting in Williams’ box at
an IceCaps game in early May, with members
of the PC caucus, not withstanding. At one
point there were three leadership hopefuls.
But a party committee kicked Wayne Bennett

ACROSS
2. The most charming actor named
Gordon this province will ever know.
5. Spot in the Avalon Mall with plenty
of dapper ties.
6. This coffee shop downtown would
like you to Hava what?
7. Chefs Down
like Vikram Vij and Connie
Desousa
just named
this local
1. Local
swimming
pool that rhymes with two
restaurant
thespot
best in
in Quidi
Canada
2. Cool
Vidi where you can wat
work and buy their wares. The [name here].
for Vacay.ca.

Transportation and Works Minister Nick

project finished. So it was in the best interest to

race because the PC caucus didn’t support him.

DOWN
1. Local swimming pool that
rhymes with twos or pews.
2. Cool spot in Quidi Vidi where you
can watch artists at work and buy
their wares. The [name here].
3. Arts reporter for The Telegram,
who just won a silver at the Atlantic
Journalism Awards [first name]
Bradbury.
4. One of St. John’s most original
musicians and lively performers.
AcrossNot Mark Boast, but Mark
[lastcharming
name]. actor named Gordon this province
2. The most

three days before his son Gene asked

Humber West.

Brook businessman as well, said he quit the

townie
Cross
word

cash in if a company can’t finish the job. At first,

HVP was awarded a $19 million tender to

when the PC Party names him leader at their

townie crossword June

million bonds – insurance the government can

people talking as well.

Labrador without ever receiving a vote,

The

government without having to pay two $19

of his road to premiership have

will become Premier of Newfoundland and

23

Then there’s the

subcontractors who are begging for payment.”
lien holdbacks.

Avalon
Homeopathy
Enhancing &
Maintaining Health

Premier Tom Marshall referred the matter
to Auditor General Terry Paddon, and the
unfinished work is being re-tendered by

Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath
DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

• Only fully accredited Classical
Homeopath in St. John’s
• Can be used as a compliment
to conventional treatments
• Truly holistic and individual
approach for patients of all ages
• Treating disease at the source
for permanent and complete results
• Works in harmony with
your immune system
• All natural remedies, no chemicals
or side-effects

the government.

out, when they decided some of his often-

So it will be Premier Frank Coleman who

provocative comments on Twitter were racist.

receives the Auditor General’s report.

753-0155

•

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)

ANSWERS: ACROSS: 2. Gordon 5. Le Chateau 6. Java 7. Raymonds DOWN: 1. Mews 2. Plantation 3. Tara 4. Bragg

STRAIGHT UP
WITH MEGHAN MCCABE
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The Grand Seduction May Well
be the Great Newfoundland Film

The Grand
Seduction is now
playing

A L L P H O T O S I N T H I S S P R E A D C O U R T E S Y O F E N T E R TA I N M E N T O N E

AVALON MALL

There’s been quite a few

close to the bone for many Newfoundlanders.

big budget films shot here
that have tried, but arguably
failed to capture the culture,

town Quebec to small town Newfoundland

The small fishing community of Tickle Head

CHANGING LOCATIONS
CHANGED THE FILM

is in a dire financial situation when a simple

The Grand Seduction was originally a French

and McKellar agree it changed the tone, and

solution presents itself. But this solution has
one tricky barrier: their community is poised

film, shot in Quebec. After winning the audience
award at the esteemed Sundance Festival,

humour, and waning way of life

to benefit from an oil platform service base,

international remakes began in places like

in small town Newfoundland.

so long as they can prove there’s a doctor in

Canada, France, and Italy. “Most successful

town. Trouble is, there is no doctor in town, and

movies in France get remade in English,”

there hasn’t been one for eight years. Resident

McKellar says, “but it’s never happened with a

Murray French, played by Brendan Gleeson (a

The Great Newfoundland

Quebecois film, which I thought was crazy. The

three-time Golden Globe nominee), takes it

Grand Seduction was an incredibly successful

Film is finally here.

upon himself to secure a doctor.

film internationally.”

The rationale is simple: the right people were

In a true and truly hilarious display of

Brendan added that translating a film to a

involved with the right script, and they did not

Newfoundland wit, humour, and levity, the

new place requires tapping into something

want any part of a movie that played into cliché,

community tries to seduce a naive doctor into

emanating from the place that is real and true,

erroneous depictions of Newfoundlanders. As

loving Tickle Head by lying their pants off to

and McKellar agreed, saying that he thought

proof of his successful assimilation into our

make him want to stay. For example, Gleeson’s

there was something pertinent to the struggles

province, director Don McKellar even knew

character forces the whole village to pretend

and state of the communities in Newfoundland.

to order a pint of 1892 – a favourite local

they love cricket and jazz (like the good doctor

But McKellar was also drawn to the idea

beer – as we sat to chat about the movie, and

does), and he even tries and push the doctor’s

of making the humour work as well. “I love

how filming it here, with a largely local cast

love interest on the man, but she’s having no

Newfoundland, and I’ve always wanted to

of actors, helped achieve the authenticity and

part of that. The doctor is played by Hollywood

shoot here. I knew Newfoundland would work,

respect the subject matter deserved.

star Taylor Kitsch (Carter, Snakes on a Plane,

culturally, and add something to the film that

Friday Night Lights). The movie has already

would make it even funnier, because I knew

been nominated for four Canadian Screen

from previous visits here that humour is a huge

Awards, including Best Picture.

attribute of the Newfoundland character.”

With the release of The Grand
Seduction, many are saying

PREMISE OF THE MOVIE
The premise of the movie is simple, and cuts

When asked if changing the setting from small

changed the movie in any way, both Gleeson
even certain plot points.
“We had mostly Newfoundland actors,” Don
says, “and I asked them, I needed them, to help
me translate the movie’s tone and humour to
adapt it to Newfoundland. And they did. The
Newfoundland actors themselves, through
their characters, changed the character of the
movie. They made the humour work, and the
characters, which changed the movie.”
McKellar has worked with some terrific
Hollywood actors, like Mark Ruffalo and
Julianne Moore. He says he knew there were
tons of great actors in Newfoundland, but
was still surprised at how easy it was to cast
all of the parts of the movie. “I can’t think of
anywhere else in the country where there
are so many professional actors. It’s sort of
amazing. And all of the people I wanted to cast
were busy, doing King Lear in a play here, or
shooting a TV show there. The people here are
such performers. It was great watching things
work, seeing them come together, enjoying
myself. That’s the main pleasure you can get as

Cover Story
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a director: seeing that it’s working. And I knew

premise like this has to be charming, “or else

early on that it was working.”

it’s absolutely appalling,” he says, “if you think

25

about what actually happens in it. They tell lies
“One of my favourite memories,” Gleeson

to an extraordinary degree. They completely

says, “was the time we were shooting a scene

gull a young gullible doctor, and manipulate his

in a pub. Our assistant director was going

emotions. What my character does is pretty

to great lengths trying to explain to these

dreadful, so, what he does has to be funny or

Newfoundlanders what he wanted them to

else it would just be appalling. That was the

do when the music started. Once the scene

challenge of the movie.”

started, my jaw just kind of dropped. And I
thought, How funny to think you need to tell

Gleeson says he and Don talked about that

Newfoundlanders what to do when music

early on. “The premise of the movie is that

comes on. It was such a thing to see that I

a man is not allowed to work at who he is,

almost came out of the film. That’s what I love

because of the moratorium. It’s been going on

While searching the internet for information

say he is. “Unquestionably,” Brendan says. “I

about it here – that that kind of cultural thing is

here for twenty years, and it’s not only drained

about the Newfoundland accent, Brendan

very rarely come across somebody who’s so

still alive. But, like the movie speaks to, it’s also

the life out of the economy, and my character,

reached out to local comedian Mark Critch,

universally loved in a place. We were talking

under threat.’

but his soul is drowning, so all his actions are

after he’d watched Critch’s Youtube video, A

about charm eariler,” he says, “Gordon Pinsent

him rediscovering the dignity of purpose. It was

Newfoundland Language Lesson. “I laughed

defines the word. So of course the movie is

CONTENT CUTS CLOSE TO THE BONE
FOR NEWFOUNDLANDERS

essential to me that the movie not be twee, and

like a drain, and at the same time, I saw that

charming. Every so often he would just come

charming in a twee way, and from an outsider’s

he wasn’t undermining the culture in any way.

in and sprinkle a little bit of love, a little bit of

In terms of community, and what the film is

point of view, saying look at all the funny

You know he loved the people and place he

mischief in there, and wickedness. You could

people out in their funny houses after non-

was talking about, and I thought that’s where

see him looking out for his people, his culture.

existent funny fish. It had to have a story based

we should be going with this movie.” It was the

He didn’t want the film to get too grim. Or

in a tragedy, and the fact is, it is a tragedy. But

eureka moment that made him and Don feel

he didn’t want the film to go in any direction

the script had a lovely sort of Quebec way of

ready to tackle the film.

that wasn’t true to his people. He’d just come

about, Gleeson says “there are things about The
Grand Seduction that made me feel like this
film actually means an awful lot. I remember
being in one of the small communities here,
and chuckling about how the average age

puncturing that tragedy with humour. And you

around and sprinkle a little bit of magic into it.”

can’t help but love these guys. And therefore,

Don adds that “Newfoundlanders are a very

the fact that their lives are going down the

intelligent and resourceful people,” which is

the young people are gone.”

drain means something to you. You’ve got a

something he knows is overlooked by CFAs

man taking two welfare cheques to get by, one

who still crack Newfie jokes. “I never wanted to

He appreciated the way of living in those

from a dead man, and that’s funny, but it’s also

undermine that, or be any part of a movie that

robbing him of any sense of self-esteem.”

would make these people look like jokes.”

HOW MARK CRITCH’S BRAND
OF NEWFOUNDLAND HUMOUR
“CHANGED EVERYTHING.”

“That was the thing,” Gleeson says. “The humour

are things worth guarding. I think the film

“I was initially wary about the script for a few

spoof changed everything, but, Gleeson is dead

addresses all these things. About twenty years

reasons,” Gleeson says. “It’s a Quebec film, why

ago in Ireland, there was a generation of men

relocate it, why remake it, and I was worried

that were living their own way too, and they’re

about the insincere imitation of a culture, and

gone now. But there’s a generation of people

the movie getting all that, Oh look at the little

here who have all that stuff still: the smarts,

Newfoundlanders thing that could happen,

the generosity of spirit, and the hard won stuff.

because we get a lot of that in Ireland too.”

seemed to be sixty-eight. It was only the next
morning I discovered that was an actuality. All

communities, the way people interacted with
each other. “You knew it was a true community,
they help each other out, they don’t suffer fools
gladly. If you couldn’t fillet a cod, you were less
than useless. All these community qualities

had to be done in the manner Mark Critch
does it.” The two joke that seeing that YouTube
serious that it really did change everything. “It
was our touchstone, that that’s the way we’ll go
with the film. Mark was the key.”

“And I can’t tell you what a gift he was on the
set,” McKellar adds. “His spirit really was the
heart of the set. He was amazingly energetic.”
Gordon won a Canadian Screen Award for his
role, in the category of Best Supporting Actor.
EASE OF SHOOTING AND SUCCESS
OF THE FILM SPEAK TO OUR
BURGEONING FILM INDUSTRY
It’s no secret that the film industry in
Newfoundland is perhaps stronger than ever
and gaining a lot of momentum. It’s something
Don picked up on while shooting here. “Believe

“Obviously I like Mark, because I cast him,”

me there’s no problem casting a film here. Plus

McKellar says, “but I will add that I always

the location is beautiful, and the culture so rich.”

It’s very precious and it’s on the way out.”

wanted to see Mark play a true acting role.

He’d recommend to others to shoot here. In

I never thought he’d been used to his full

fact, he already has. “It’s also such an incredibly

ACCLAIMED WORLDWIDE FOR ITS
HUMOUR AND CHARM

potential. I think he’s hilarious, but I also really

supportive community. People were so kind and

loved giving him a true acting part.”

helpful beyond the call of duty, which, on top

Reviews from all over are focussing on the
humour and charm in the movie. “It is funny,”
Don says. “I can say that objectively because I’ve
seen it played a lot and watched people laugh.”

of helping the film come together well, simply
GORDON PINSENT,
THE “HEART OF THE SET”
Gleeson and McKellar also echo the sentiment
that another local actor in the film, Gordon

Gleeson is quick to add that a movie with a

Pinsent, is indeed the national treasure we all

made for a pleasurable experience.” It’s not
everywhere you can knock on any door asking,
Can we film here, and get a warm and hardy, Yes
b’y, come on in and we’ll get out of your way.
Spot of tea while you’re here?
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THE PONDERED PINT

WITH

CHRIS CONWAY

A Matter of Style

hefeweizen are also brewed with wheat but,

hopping rates for

unlike the witbier, their spicy banana and

preserving beer

clove character comes only from the yeast

when shipping to

which evolved for fermenting these beers.

India, but their use
in high quantities

Ask a beer enthusiast about

not as good your own local brew.

Another classic style is the Irish dry stout.

Michael Jackson and you’re

Jackson, the intrepid beer hunter, explored

Guinness usually comes to mind, but

because people

these beers and came up with ways of

Yellowbelly’s St. John’s Stout is perhaps a

enjoyed their

describing them. He called them styles.

better pint. While the dark colour gives a

flavour. Become

Today we still talk about beer styles to define

perception of a heavy beer, dry stouts are quite

accustomed to the intense balance

the primary characteristics of beers. They

light tasting. In some warmer climates, stouts

between sweet malt and bitter hops in

are shorthand for ingredients and traditions

are even considered the best drink for beating

these beers and an expanding world of

condensed into a bottle.

the heat. The intimidating dark colour comes

hop aromas unfolds.

It is said that Jackson, in his 1977 World
Guide to Beer, introduced the mighty brewing
country of Belgium to its own beers. Belgium
was a country more resilient than most to
the homogenizing forces of international
beer giants, but being steeped in tradition
came with a cost. It meant that the beer the
next town over was strange and, obviously,

wheat alongside the typical barley malt. It

of these styles while others take them

was a style that almost disappeared before

demand beer styles in the world of craft

as starting points for new adventures in

Pierre Celis began brewing his Hoegaarden

brewing. These beers use an abundance

brewing. Styles act as criteria for evaluating

Wit in the 1960s. Hoegaarden, now brewed

of hops, rhizomatic plants which impart

the qualities of different beers beyond

by a multi-national corporation, is still a

bitterness but also aromas of grapefruit,

personal taste. They are Michael

classic example of this unique style. To

citrus, pine, and, in newer varieties, tropical

Jackson’s guideposts to a world of

the south, in Germany, their weissbier and

fruits. There are apocryphal tales of high

beers he helped discover and expand.

O
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Some brewers try to brew perfect archetypes

American variety, is one of the most in
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Neversweets vs Rolling Blackouts

The witbier, the Irish dry stout, and the IPA
are three examples of classic beer styles.

carbonated and spiced with coriander and
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provides a slight iced coffee-like finish.

Consider the Belgian witbier. Brightly
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perhaps the best to ever ponder a pint.
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Free Things to Do
with Your Kids

January to April, and themed Family
Fun activities run every Sunday from
January to May.
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR

BY TERRI COLES

PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Locations across the province host free story

Kids: they’re expensive,

27

WRIGHT FUNNY

WITH

MATT WRIGHT

25 THINGS
TO DO BY 25

times for young children. Individual branches

and they bore easily. With both

also host a variety of different programs and

of those things in mind, we’ve

events, and the A.C. Hunter Children’s Library

put together this list of activities

in the Arts and Culture Centre is a great place

in and around St. John’s that are
both family friendly and free—
an unbeatable combination.

to go with your kids at any time.
SIGNAL HILL
There’s a small fee to access Cabot Tower,
but the hill itself is a great place to whale
watch. In July and August, the Signal Hill

FAMILY AND CHILDCARE CONNECTIONS

Tattoo performs 19th century military re-

Several different programs are available,

enactments, complete with cannon firings.

including drop-in play groups for parents and

1.

Go to a foreign country. Take a picture of 			
yourself hugging a child of a different race.

2.

Get a yeast infection.

3.

Throw up in front of someone and try to kiss them anyway.

4.

Spend your entire workday reading about how to stop procrastination.

5.

“Like” a photo of an ex-girlfriend’s new baby.

6.

Get passed by someone carrying the Olympic torch on a walk of shame.

7.

Spend three hours deciding what to watch on Netflix.
Fall asleep within the first ten minutes.

8.

Get a sandwich for your boss.

9.

Get so drunk you put a popsicle on your nightstand to “eat in the morning.”

kids aged up to six years. It’s held in Units

LESTER’S FARM MARKET

10.

Take a romantic getaway with a significant other you can no longer stand to look at.

21 and 22 at 50 Pippy Place at 9:30 a.m. on

The market has opened for the season, so

11.

Have a friend get engaged, married, and divorced as you remain completely single.

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays.

get down to pick up fresh and local produce,

12.

Drop a baby.

then head to the nursery to check out
HAVA JAVA

13.

Lose a coat in a bar.

the variety of fresh flowers, herbs, and

This Water Street cafe hosts a regular meetup

14.

Spend hundreds on tanning beds so you can already be tanned on

vegetables. The farm also includes a petting

for parents or caregivers and children on

barn, trailer rides, and a corn maze.

Sunday mornings, from 9 a.m. to noon, in the
upstairs portion of the cafe.

BOWRING PARK
Feeding the ducks at Bowring Park is free,

PIPPY PARK

but it is recommended that you purchase

There is a wealth of ways to enjoy the

approved food for $1 — it’s available for

outdoors here, including walking trails, bird

sale at Marie’s Mini Marts. While you’re at

watching, and good old-fashioned running

the park, check out the trails, the barrier-free

your excursion to an all inclusive pool in a poor country.
15.

Be completely poor. Go downtown every weekend anyway.

16.

Play “Wagon Wheel” at an open mic.

17.

Buy a drink for someone across the bar. Act too shy to talk to them.

18.

Tell a job interviewer that your biggest weakness is that you “work too hard.”

19.

Get someone’s number. Wait so long to meet up it becomes a blind date.

20.

Receive chain mail. Don’t return it. Be haunted by a ghostly
Fart in a Hot Yoga class.

woman searching for her daughter.

around in open space. In winter, you can

playground, the splash pad, the botanical

21.

snowshoe, cross-country ski, and sled.

conservatory, the skateboard park, or the

22.

Learn how to cook something that Ketchup doesn’t go on.

outdoor pool.

23.

Experience Asia with a bunch of other drunk white people.

24.

Meet the one. Add them on Facebook.

ST. JOHN’S FARMER’S MARKET
This outdoor market returns in June at the

BANNERMAN PARK

Lion’s Club Chalet. There are, of course, plenty

The skating loop has closed for the

of things to see for free but you can also

season, but the park’s revitalization is

sample the great wares available for sale,

underway. Plans include a new pool house

edible and otherwise.

for the existing outdoor pool, a splash pad,

Realize they have 400 profile pictures. Change your mind.
25.

Realize that the sooner you stop talking about the Justin Biebers of the world,
the sooner they will disappear. Take the time you spend complaining about
them and use it to promote something you actually like.

and an upgraded playground.
THE ROOMS
The gallery is free to visit on
Wednesday evenings from 6

under. With admission, the
weekly Tot’s Program includes
stories, games, and crafts for
preschoolers every Tuesday from

QUIDI VIDI VILLAGE PLANTATION

Take a drive to Logy Bay, where kids can

The Gut offers plenty of opportunities for

enjoy a glimpse of the centre’s resident harp

wandering around and enjoying a bit of local

stroller rides? These paths run

seals through the centre’s Marine Public

history, and the Plantation is a great spot to

along wilderness areas and

Education Program, which opens every June.

enjoy the work of local crafters and artisans —

parks, so there’s no shortage

The program also features an outdoor touch

sometimes you’ll have the chance

of places to stop and let the

tank, and Logy Bay is a great spot for viewing

to observe while they’re in the

kids let off some steam.

minke and humpback whales in the summer.

process of creating.

WALKWAYS:

p.m. to 9 p.m., and always
free for children ages five and

OCEAN SCIENCE CENTRE

GRAND CONCOURSE
Looking to spice up those
Check out their
websites for more
info, hours of
operations &
events!
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NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR

WITH

EMILY DEMING
eat
this

Aunt Sally’s Tequila Chicken

June: Ingredient
Synonyms

slant…” If you
can show some
connection
between each
suggested

“Use it up; wear it out; make it

ingredient and the

do, or do without” - MY

one you have on

GRANDMA

Recipes are not that helpful if you are two
things: literal minded and in Newfoundland. To
follow a recipe involves tracking down items
originally compiled where stores don’t run
out of yogurt. Floating, as we are, betwixt the
cultural pull of Europe, Canada, and America
you also need a kitchen scale and a list of
conversions tattooed to your forearm. Living a
full life of family, friends, martinis, and solitaire
bananagrams, I don’t always keep track of
when a saffron shipment comes in to Winners.
Sometimes the only pine nuts in a 2000 km
radius are 114$/lb. I often only have time to
stop at ONE major grocery chain, where I may
be told that, no, there are no … lemons.
The solution is to follow recipes Emily
Dickinson-style: “Tell all the truth but tell it

LOVE AND MISS
UNDERSTANDING
WITH PEGGY TREMBLETT

Hang it Up
Hang ups. I’m pretty sure we’ve

■

2 whole chicken breasts, quartered 		
(pork belly? Chicken thighs?)

■

1/4 C green olives (capers, 		
umeboshi, mustard pickles?)

■

1/4 C oil (you need oil)

■

■

1/4 C raisins (apricots, dates, 		
prunes, grapes, cherry tomatoes)

1 C tequila (tequila should be a 		
staple just like rice, oil or onions)

■

1/4 C sherry (shitty white wine, 		
balsamic vinegar, cider)

1/4 C vinegar (more shitty wine? 		
the juice from a pickle jar?)

■

flour (fine corn meal)

■

sugar (honey, maple syrup)

■

cornstarch (extra flour, or skip it)

■

hand, what could
possibly go wrong?
This is when the newly trending (as of right....
now) phrase “ingredient synonyms” comes into
play. I will illustrate. I had a bag of furiously
sprouting potatoes that had to be eaten before
they became homonyms for balls at a lemon
party. I had five out of eleven ingredients
needed for “Roast potatoes and Jerusalem

■
■

1 onion (there is always an
onion in the pantry)
1/4 C almonds (crunchy peanut butter!)

Plump raisins in sherry. Set aside. Flour chicken breasts and brown in hot oil (10 min). Set aside
in baking dish. In chicken pan, brown onions and almonds. Add olives and raisins with sherry. Stir
in tequila mixed with 1.5 Tablespoons of cornstarch and vinegar. Simmer (10 min) to thicken, add
sugar to taste. Pour sauce over chicken and bake at 350F (20-30 min). What did you substitute?
How did it come out? Let me know!

artichokes with lemon and sage” according
to Ottolenghi the cookbook: potatoes, salt,

and anchovies both go well on pizza so they

drinks even in the wee hours of

pepper, olive oil, garlic. But lemons are closely

must have something in common. I ignored

a party. I have had a bottle of

related to blood oranges (at least more closely

completely the Jerusalem artichokes and

banana liquor for three years,

related than bananas).

parsley. It was magnificent!

and that bananas foster would have been

Olives? How about capers instead? Both round,

Ingredient synonyms are critical when it

it wasn’t, who cares? Because the important

both salty. Fresh sage? Of course not! But

comes to that “dash of liqueur.” If you take

part of that recipe was the part where you

dried savoury and tarragon are nice sage-

those literally, you will go broke and your

set it on fire while serving; as it often is, the

green colours. Cherry tomatoes? Tomatoes

liquor cabinet will bulge with stuff no one

alcohol was just the fuel for the flame.

our past. They are, however, something

it right. What most of us don’t realize is that

who have suffered

we should all strive to rid ourselves of.

there is no universal “right.” What worked for a

from E.D in the past

previous partner may not work for your current

may try to avoid

A common hang up we may suffer from is

one. So, pay attention to your lover. Listen to

sex altogether

giving or receiving oral sex. We often worry

the sounds they make and watch how they

out of fear of

about how we look, smell, or taste. When it

move. Body language is a great indicator of

embarrassment.

comes to how our genitals look, we’re all so

how much someone is enjoying what you’re

But don’t be

unique and absolutely beautiful: there’s no

doing. Most importantly, if you’re giving oral

embarrassed.

just as delicious soaked in Drambuie. And if

wrong or right way to have a body. You look

sex … make sure that you enjoy it. Only do sexy

Please. It happens to

all got at least one thing that we

great down there! Scent-wise, as long as you

things that excite you. There’s probably nothing

nearly every man at some point. If you do suffer

stress about when it comes to

bathe and are healthy, your natural scent is

worse than a partner performing sexual acts

from Erectile Dysfunction, it’s good to talk to

just fine. Genitals aren’t supposed to smell like

that they really aren’t into.

your doctor to make sure there aren’t any health

sex-type things.
It’s easy to let those little worries and
insecurities get in the way of enjoying our
sex lives. They can even prevent us from
experiencing new things and stop us from

flowers, so embrace your natural scent. Your

issues at play. They can also give you some tips

partner will probably find it arousing. With

Another common hang up has to do with

and tricks on how to deal with it in the future.

regards to taste, it has a lot to do with what

premature ejaculation. Luckily, this can be

Whether you’re worried about not being

you eat. Clean eating will naturally produce a

controlled with the use of desensitizing gels/

the blowjob queen or you’re nervous that

mild flavour whereas a diet heavy in meat and

sprays, condoms, and even penis rings.

your partner won’t love your wobbly thighs,

dairy will have a more bitter flavour.

Erectile Dysfunction is another hang up that

remember that we all worry sometimes when

plagues the minds of men all over the world.

we’re intimate with another person. We all

having the awesome sex we all deserve. Hang
ups are not easily gotten over and sometimes

Hang ups regarding giving oral sex are often

When your body won’t cooperate with your

have something that we’re insecure about

they are the result of bad sexual experiences in

more about performance; we all want to do

brain, it can be very frustrating. Often, men

and that’s ok. We’re human.
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people just aren’t sure about any of it, and it’s
P H O TO B Y D AV I D H O W E L L S

THE MOTHERLOAD

WITH

VICKI MURPHY

Talking To My Son
About Everything Under the Sun

perfectly okay to be unsure (phew) – about this,
or anything else. Nobody has all the answers.
Of course, most of our conversations are about
poop and farts and Indiana Jones. And I’ve also
been known to impart wisdoms like “playing
too many video games will make you go blind.”
But for the most part, whatever he asks me in

Before I became a mom,

terms. I grew up calling penises “dicky birds,”

he grows up with all the options, not just the

this life, I will give him an honest answer. As

I thought “talking to your

which makes zero sense. Good luck flying

manly, blue ones. And so he never becomes

honest as his expanding mind can handle.

with that baggage.

a guy who holds back the gals.

kids” meant talking to your

I talk to five-year-old Max about everything so

teenagers, about drugs

We talk about babies. He knows they grow

We talk about beauty, but not really. One of our

that, hopefully, fifteen-year-old Max will be an

and STIs and stuff.

in mommies’ bellies and drink milk from

mantras: It’s okay to be handsome but it’s way

open-minded, tolerant young man who’ll come

our breasts. And soon enough, he’ll know

more important to be kind.

to me about anything. He’ll know nothing is off

But when Max was just a toddler, I realized the

they bust headlong out of our vaginas

talking needed to start much earlier. These

whaaaaaat.

limits with Mom. And I’ll be able to help him.
We talk about death. Everyone dies. They get old,

Something I can’t do if I’m in the dark.

or hurt, or sick like Poppy Jim. I tell him some

were the “wet clay years,” when I could start
instilling in him some of the most important

We talk about how girls can marry girls

people believe they go to heaven when they die.

So if you think your kids are too young to hear

lessons in life. He’s only five, but in a time when

and boys can marry boys like it ain’t no thing,

He likes that idea. I assure him I’m not going

about vaginas and penises and gender and

all the talk is bigotry, bullying, dieting, sexting

‘cause it ain’t.

anywhere for a long time, and neither is he.

drugs and religion and death, hey – it’s just the
truth, man. And if you don’t tell them about it,

and twerking, perhaps I should have started
We talk about how girls can be firemen, and

We talk about God and Jesus – how some people

someone else will, sooner than you think.

boys can be nurses. Anyone can be anything,

believe, and some people don’t. And others

Why not get there first?

I talk to him about body parts. Vaginas,

and play with anything – no matter which

believe in Allah, and the Buddha, and all kinds

penises, breasts, oh my! I try to use the real

section of the toy store the drones put it in. So

of things really, all over the world. And some

sending him messages in utero.

Local Psychologist
Competed in the First
Ever Three-minute
Thesis National
Competition

@motherbloggery

Canadian Association for Graduate Studies

officers. My results showed that there is

your talk includes all of the important points

spearheaded the idea as both a skill-building

a dire need to reform child interviewing

of the research, you have to ensure that

opportunity for graduate students, and a way

practices across the country. I am using

you grab the attention of the audience and

to “publicly showcase the importance and

my published research findings to work

keep it for those three minutes, and most

relevance of graduate studies.”

with police organizations and improve child

importantly, you have to demonstrate why

interviewing practices across Canada.” He

your research matters and how it can impact

His Battle of the Brains began in October,

says he was drawn to the topic of child

the lives of Canadians.”

when Memorial University held a cross-

interviewing practices, because interviewing

campus competition. “As the winner of

children is “an extremely complex but very

Yet he does feel, “without a doubt,” that

the 3MT competition at Memorial,” Kirk

important skill, and there is generally a lack

relaying information in such a compact

explains, “I was fortunate to have the chance

of research examining what occurs during

timeframe can actually strengthen one’s own

to compete in the Eastern Regional 3MT

police interviews with children.” His work will

understanding of the work. “It gives you new

competition at Dalhousie University in April.”

ensure that police officers are being guided

insights into your own research. In today’s

national competition. A local

He, again, won first place, and at the time of

by “scientific and evidence-based practices.”

world of 140-character limits and viral

Psychology PhD student, Kirk

this interview was set to compete against ten

Luther, was among them.

more graduates from across the country, in

He says the most tense moment of the

fast. The ability to present your research

Canada’s first national 3MT competition.

competition is hard to pinpoint. “It’s pretty

clearly and concisely is on trend with today’s

nerve-racking knowing that you only have

society, and it’s a great skill to have.”

Eleven finalists from across
the country recently competed
in Canada’s first ever
Three Minute Thesis (3MT)

The contest pits graduate students against
each other to present the complexities of
their research in an engaging and accessible
way, and the catch is that they must present
their research in three minutes or less. The

5-second videos, people want information

In a nutshell, Luther’s research aims

three minutes and any slip-up could cost you

to improve investigative interviewing

the competition! There is no doubt that trying

You can check out Kirk’s project, as well

practices. “I just finished a study examining

to condense years of research into three

as the research of his competitors here:

the child interviewing practices of police

minutes is tricky. You have to make sure that

cags.ca/3mt/index.php.
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Video gaming to
get kids physical

Physical and Health Education Canada as

Dr. Rohr. “Potentially, however, if active

self-esteem, enjoyment levels of physical

individuals who are physically literate move

video games provide a positive activity

activity, intrinsic motivation and balance,

with competence and confidence in a wide

experience, while improving physical

agility, hand-eyeco-ordination, which are all

variety of physical activities in multiple

literacy, motivation, enjoyment etc., they

components of physical literacy.

environments that benefit the healthy

might break down some of those barriers.”

“Regular physical activity has so many

development of the whole person.

One example of an active video game is

health, social and psychological benefits,

“Children who do not develop physical

Nintendo Wii, which utilizes motion sensors

including reduction in metabolic conditions,

literacy are at risk of not engaging in regular

to allow the gamer to physically perform

increased self-esteem, increased

physical activity throughout their lives,” said

a variety of actions using a hand held

confidence, improved sleep patterns and

Dr. Rohr. “Without regular physical activity,

controller and whole body movements.

improved academic performance, for

children and adults are at increased risk

Dr. Rohr used this gaming system in a

example,” said Dr. Rohr. “Active video

of chronic disease and other issues. Many

previous study where she looked at an

games may provide an opportunity

children develop physical literacy through

active video game intervention on agility,

to enhance physical literacy in a non-

play, physical education and other daily

balance and co-ordination. That study

threatening environment, thereby

of active video game (AVG) play on physical

activities. But some children encounter

indicated that active video games do in

overcoming some of the physical, social

literacy, enjoyment and motivation for

physical, sociological and psychological

fact impact psychomotor development in

and psychological barriers.”

children who are at risk for early onset of

barriers to physical literacy development,

children. The current project is a followup

non-transmissible diseases, metabolic

such as lack of motivation, competency or

to that one, and includes more measures.

Michelle Osmond is a communications co-

conditions or chronic disease, and those

confidence. “Individuals with prior negative

With five- to 12-year-old study recruits

ordinator with the School of Human Kinetics

who have had negative physical activity

physical activity experiences typically do not

from Memorial’s Childcare Centre, they’ll

and Recreation at Memorial University. She

experiences. Physical literacy is defined by

engage in regular physical activity,” added

measure changes in cardiovascular fitness,

can be reached at mlosmond@mun.ca.

BY MICHELLE OSMOND
Most people, and especially parents, view
video games as an activity that does not
promote physical activity. But in an age of
gaming overload, two School of Human
Kinetics and Recreation researchers at
Memorial University are hoping to prove
that video games may actually help
get kids moving. Drs. Linda Rohr and
Jeannette Byrne are exploring the impact

“When I was fifteen, I was

finally landed the internship, she was delighted

around. He looked me over, you’re-the-new-

going to be a ballet dancer,” Alyson

— but also a little apprehensive.

kid kind of thing. He said, ‘I gotta go out on a

PHOTO BY SEAMUS HEFFERNAN

Samson says when I ask her what
she really wanted to be when
she grew up. “That was the plan,

Radiohead:
Meet Alyson
Samson, Accidental
Journalist and
Gzowksi Intern
with CBC Radio
BY SEAMUS HEFFERNAN

site if anyone wants to come.’ I volunteered
“I would have been too passive to get right

and got to work right away.”

into hard news reporting,” she says. “I didn’t
have confidence in that field. I didn’t have that

CBC is a welcoming environment, she says,

written in stone, until I wrecked my

confidence in general, actually. I was fairly

and they’re happy to help you learn. They also

knee. So journalism wasn’t an active

intimidated until I got to Toronto [for CBC

trust you to do your own thing. Samson enjoys

decision. It just … happened.”

orientation]. I thought I’d be the mousy little girl

the freedom, the work, and getting out to beat

lagging behind all the other interns, thinking ‘Oh

the streets and the immediate interaction with

my God, everybody is so much better than me.’”

the public her job gives her. Radio, she says,

Skip ahead nine years, and Samson is a 2014

has a wonderful way of lingering in the public’s

CBC Radio Peter Gzowski Intern. The award
is open to students in their final year at four

It turns out this was far from he case. Thanks

consciousness and getting people talking. She

Canadian universities, including Memorial.

to her hands-on experience in campus radio,

hopes she never leaves it. “Radio’s something

Samson cut her news teeth at MUN’s CHMR,

Samson had a bit of an immediate advantage.

different every day. And that’s what I always

writing for their news director, Colleen Power

Her confidence grew, and when she reported to

wanted. I never wanted to sit in an office. I

(“Great lady!”), eventually moving into on-air

CBC St. John’s to start the internship, she was

always feel like I have to be going and doing

work. Soon she and two other students were

more than eager to get involved right away.

something all the time.”
It’s safe to say she’s likely

doing their own show under the watchful eye
of CBC veteran Peter Gullage, who offered to

“My first morning, I got in and begged them for

found a good fit, even if it

mentor them. All the while, she was keeping

something to do. I was there about twenty-five

may be ballet’s loss.

her eye on the Gzowksi application. When she

minutes when Zack Goudie saw me sitting
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When the top energy companies on the planet are
looking for an integrated solution to keep the energy
sector moving forward, they look no further than
ClearStream. We’re the trusted name behind
some of the best energy projects in Western Canada.

On the job, you’ll develop skills and grow your career
in a challenging work environment with competitive
compensation and performance incentive pay.
We offer schedules you can set your watch to
and flexibility you can build a life around.

Our success is powered by a seasoned team of 3500
employees and growing. We’ve built an environment
where respect and recognition are a requirement.
And we’re hiring.

See a full list of career opportunities at

clearstreamjobs.ca
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COLLECTING
THE GREAT WAR:
ENLISTING YOUR HELP

June 14, 2014 – Ongoing
The Rooms – Level 2

image: The Rooms Provincial Archives Division A 58-152. Image shows
a Newfoundland infantryman in field dress standing in front of an
unfurled Red Ensign containing the Great Seal of Newfoundland.

Help preserve the memories of the First World War and its impact
on Newfoundland and Labrador. The Rooms is looking for artifacts
and stories relating to: the men and women who served overseas,
the war effort and organizations at home, and the affect of the
war on our identity and the social fabric. Between 10am and 4pm
weekdays, staff from The Rooms will be available to document your
stories, artifacts, photographs and memorabilia.
Help ensure no part of the First World War legacy is lost or
overlooked. Information gathered will be used to develop a new
permanent exhibition, to open July 1, 2016.

www.therooms.ca/firstworldwar
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